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The Council is the Road Controlling Authority (RCA) under the Local Government Act 1974, with 

responsibility for all local roads in the Southland District Council area.  The Activity Management Plan 

identifies strategic issues, risk and the need for the necessary investment.  

This plan has been developed to align with the Council’s Roading 

Policy, the Regional Land Transport Plan, and  Government Policy 

Statement on Land Transport.  It is based on the best available 

knowledge and information at the time of writing the plan. 

Council’s transport network includes roads, streets, footpaths, and 

bridges across the District, except State Highways, which are owned 

and managed by Waka Kotahi New Zealand Transport Agency 

(Waka Kotahi) and National Parks roads, which are owned and 

managed by the Department of Conservation.   

In addition to road transport, Council as part of it’s transport activity 

also manages Around The Mountain Cycle trail and the Te Anau 

Manapouri Airport as part of its transport activity. 

Table 1 provides and overview of the districts key transport 

infrastructure. 

The transport infrastructure and services are there to facilitate 

transportation movement for all modes of transport across the district and within communities. Services 

can be as simple as cleaning signs to undertaking full road or bridge reconstruction in order to maintain 

road user safety, access and economic growth. Section 7 covers the work undertaken and services 

provided in more detail. 

 

    

Length of  Roads: 

Sealed (km) 

Unsealed (km) 

Total (km) 

 

1,991 

2,978 

4,969 

Footpaths (km) 210  

Bridges (no) Including cycle way 
bridges 

882 

Stock Underpasses (no.) 239 

Street lights (no.) 2,739 

Estimated distance travelled on 
the network each year (million 
km) 

286 

Book Value 2019/2020 ($M) 
including land value 

1,808 

Table 1: Key Network Statistics as at September 
2020 
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Table 2 below presents the performance management framework for the activity.  Council continually 

focuses on optimising asset maintenance and performance to appropriate levels of services which provide 

the best value outcome for its customers.  Council will continue to seek improvements in the efficiency 

and effectiveness of programming and managing maintenance and renewal activities on the network, as 

well as controlling the use of the network to minimise undue damage to it.  Council also intends to 

increase investment in critical asset renewals such as bridges, along with increasing the emphasis on safety 

to ensure it is high profile in all activities to help achieve the goal of a 40% reduction in death and serious 

injuries by 2030. 

Council will continue to compare current Levels of Service (Table 4.4) with Road Efficiency Groups, One 

Network Roading Classification (ONRC) Performance Measures Tool over the 2021-2031 period, and 

evaluate any gaps between current Levels of Service and the ONRC measures.  During the 2021-24 period 

Council is planning on transition to the One Network Framework which is the next iteration of the 

ONRC.   
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Table 2: Roads and Footpaths:  Performance Management Framework 
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Councils key issue is the impact its ageing road and bridge infrastructure is having on access, safety and 

economic growth. As a rural Council, the transport network is vital to economic growth and provides the 

life blood of Southland economy.  

Posted bridges are inhibiting 
appropriate access which is 
increasing road safety risk and 
inhibiting and reducing 
economic productivity 

Implement a replacement 
programme which focuses on the 
bridges which create the greatest 
hardship. 

In the short term bridges will still 
need to be posted or closed in for 
the short term where suitable 
alternative access is available.  

Without suitable access for heavy 
vehicles such as milk tankers and 
logging trucks economic growth 
will continue to be negatively 
impacted.  

Restricted bridges also reduce 
accessibility for emergency 
services. 

 

Increasing number of seal 
layers is leading to smooth and 
unsafe roads resulting in 
increasing investment to 
maintain safe levels of service 

Bring resurfacing treatments 
forward or longer term consider 
thin granular overlays to cover up 
the old seal. Water cut the most 
at risk section of roads such as 
curves and breaking zones. 

Reduce speed limits to mitigate 
the risk of associated with roads 
with insufficient skid resistance. 

Sealed roads will become flush 
(smooth) and result in unsafe 
road services. Seal lives are 
reaching the point where it is not 
economically sustainable to 
continue re-sealing the road. 

With small number of pavement 
renewals over past 10 years, it is 
no longer sustainable to continue 
with this level of investment if 
current levels of service are to be 
maintained. 

Based on the age of the network 
and number of sealed layers the 
problem is only going to get 
worse. Temporary measures such 
as reduction in speed limit for 
extended periods of time will 
impact on economic growth and 
safety. 

 

Table 3: Key Issues Options and Implications 

Other key issues are: 

• Uncertain levels of confidence for the understanding and quality of predictive information with some 

asset types such as culverts (data integrity). 

• Customers don’t have a good understanding of the current Levels of Service meaning they may have 

unrealistic expectations for future network Levels of Service. 

• Heavier and more frequent heavy vehicle movement primarily driven by Forestry plantation age.   

• Resources to transition to NZTA’s One Network Framework. 

The above issues align with the Government Policy Statement which lists out the Strategic priorities as;  

• Safety – Developing a Safety System where no-one is killed or seriously injured 
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• Better Travel Options – Providing people with better travel options to access social and economic 

opportunities  

• Improving Freight Connections – Improving freight connections for economic development 

• Climate Change – Developing a low carbon transport system that supports emission reductions while 

improving safety and inclusive access 

Council’s planned responses to these issues and focuses are: 

• Increase pavement rehabilitation investment 

• Increase investment in bridge renewals 

• Where investment levels are not suitable prioritisation of renewal investment applying the One 

Network Roading Classification and then deferring some low volume road renewals (80/20 principle) 

which have lower levels of traffic 

• Applying the ‘bridge matrix’ to the network which utilise ONRC and alternative detour options to 

help priorities bridge replacement with those which have no alternative access or those bridges which 

would require excessive long detours. 

• Prioritise improvement spending on safety enhancements in area’s such as safer speed around school, 

seal and shoulder widening, delineation, clear zones, intersection and curve improvements, and crash 

barriers. 

• Reviewing maintenance intervention strategy to insurance maintenance practise continue to remain fit 

for purpose. 

• Taking more but managed risk in decision making 

• Remain flexible, agile and responsive to change. 

• Selecting and implement procurement strategies that leverage industry expertise and knowledge such 

as design and build. 

Currently the physical capacity of the roading network does not generally cause a constraint in the use of 

the roading network or cause congestion issues.  However, the number and location of restricted bridges 

restricts access and creates road safety risk as not all road users adhere to restrictions (as at 1 July 2020 

there were 76 posted bridges).  

The widths of some roads do cause safety and maintenance concerns, and pavement strength is a 

constraint, in that while all pavements are regarded as capable of carrying Class 1 loads, many suffer 

significantly under these loads.  In addition, there are some restrictions on the weight or speed of heavy 

vehicles crossing particular bridges  

Councils network is open to 50 Max uses except where this is restricted by bridge capacity. With the 

introduction of 50 Max Heavy transport operators are now seeking to run even heaver High Performance 

Motor Vehicles (HPMV’s) outside of 50Max. Allowing even heavier vehicles on the network will cause 

more rapid damage to the network. 

Council understands the potential economic opportunities by allowing heavier vehicles on its network but 

with a large network and low rate payer base, the associated risks to Southland’s network versus 

maximising the economic return for its road users requires careful consideration. 

To achieve Councils intentions, the general asset management strategy is to maintain the asset to a level fir 

for purpose through appropriately funded and priorities operation and capital works programmes based 
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on asset aged, condition and performance. Tools such as dTIMS and Juno viewer are some of the tools 

utilise to help with this division making process. 

The key focus for 2021-23 period is to increase bridge replacement and sealed road rehabilitation 

investment. Generally all other investments levels are focused on maintaining existing levels of services 

Over the next 3 years the focus will continue to be on asset data improvement particularly around number 

and condition of culverts around the district. 

This AMP proposes budgets in the long term planned which are not developed around increasing levels of 

services. Other than where specifically identified similar level of investment to 2018-21 are proposed, but 

unlike previous funding cycles allowance has been made for cost increases and inflation with a focus 

retaining existing levels of service particularly key assets of bridges and sealed roads.   

This budget should enable Council to be able to implement its proposed responses to the key issues and 

challenges.  Waka Kothi funding contribution will play a key role in how Council’s strategic approach is 

fully implemented.   

It is projected that there will continue to be a renewal ‘bow wave’ in future years, particularly around 

sealed road renewals.  Questions will need to be continually raised on how Council funds this or reduces 

the Levels of Service (LOS).   

The two tables below provide an overview of Councils historic expenditure including a comparison to that 

of its peer groups.   
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This activity management plan (AMP) describes the strategies and works programmes for the transport 

activity so as to meet the objective of delivering the required level of service for Southland District. It will 

be reviewed every three years. This AMP informs the Council’s Long Term Plan (LTP) and contributes to 

the goals and objectives Council aims to achieve in order to achieve community outcomes. The AMP 

covers: 

• a description of the activity, including the rationale for Council involvement and any significant 

negative effects of the activity 

• the strategic context for the activity, the key activity management strategies and policies adopted 

within this environment and the main issues identified for the activity 

• a statement of the intended levels of service and performance targets. 

Currently the Transport AMP has a status of Core-Intermediate as per the International Infrastructure 

Management Manual. The goal is for continues improvement including investment in key areas of data 

deficiency along with modelling should see the AMP status increasing to at least intermediate in the 

coming years. 

The degree of confidence in the AMP forecast is limited due to the impact that external factors can have 

on the asset such as traffic types and pattern. Beyond 10 years the confidence levels reduce and even more 

so after 20 years. 

The AMP framework is illustrated in below. The strategic context, significant forecasting assumptions and 

any activity-specific issues are documented in the main body of this plan. Information on locally funded 

activities and services are included in the appendices to this plan. 
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Council owns and manages transportation services and assets to enable safe transportation in the district 

but this excludes State Highways within the Southland District.  

Council has the second largest transport network of any territorial authority in the country and services 

range from keeping roads free from debris, grading of gravel roads to more major works such as bridge 

replacements and road renewals. 

The roading network is a crucial infrastructure for the District as it contributes to Southland’s economic 

development and allows people to access their homes, schools, social centres and recreational areas in 

their communities. 

In addition to roads, streets and bridges council also manages Around the Mountain Cycle trail and the Te 

Anau Manapouri Airport. 

The table below provides a summary of the activity. Section 5 covers each transportation sub asset activity 

in more detail. 

Length of  Roads: 

Sealed (km) 

Unsealed (km) 

Total (km) 

 

1,991 

2,978 

4,969 

Footpaths (km) 210  

Bridges (no) including cycle trail bridges 882 

Stock Underpasses (no.) 239 

Street lights (no.) 2739 

Estimated distance travelled on the network each year 
(million km) 

286 

Book Value 2019/2020 ($M) including land value 1,802 

Table 4: Key Network Statistics as at September 2020 

Council’s roads and footpaths provide its communities with a safe and integrated corridor for goods and 

services to move throughout the District. This activity supports people’s ability to live, work and travel 

safely throughout Southland. 

Council has adopted a strategic framework that identifies where Council wants to be in the future (vision) 

and the outcomes it aims to achieve to meet the current and future needs of communities for good-quality 
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local infrastructure, local public services, and performance of regulatory functions (community outcomes). 

The framework also outlines how it will achieve these (mission and approach) along with the key challenge 

it faces in doing so and its resulting strategic priorities.  

Mission Working together for a better Southland 

Vision “Southland – one community offering endless opportunities” 

Community outcomes Kaitiakitanga for future generations 

Inclusive connected communities 

A diverse economy creating healthy and affordable lifestyles 

Empowered communities with the right tools to deliver the best outcomes 

Strategic priorities Improve how we work to build resilience 

Provision of appropriate infrastructure and services  

Better preparing our communities and Council for future changes 

Support healthy environments and sustainable communities 

Figure 1: Strategic Framework 

The framework guides staff and informs future planning and policy direction and forms the basis for the 

performance framework. The table below outlines how the transport activity contributes to the Council’s 

community outcomes using a benefits mapping diagram. The full levels of service and performance 

management framework is presented in a further section later in the document.  
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The Council has adopted a Strategic Framework that identifies where the Council wants to be in the future (vision) and the outcomes it aims to achieve to 

meet the current and future needs of communities for good-quality local infrastructure, local public services, and performance of regulatory functions 

(community outcomes). 
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Regulatory requirements 
and services delivered by 
Council: 

- encourage compliance 
- are user friendly 
- are cost effective; and 

- achieve the regulatory 
objectives 

Ensure those roads which provide the 
economic backbone of the district are 
maintained to the required LOS 

Further understand 
implications of 
community futures work 
on renewal strategy 

Regulatory 
requirements and 
services delivered by 
Council: 

- encourage compliance 
- are user friendly 
- are cost effective; and 
achieve the regulatory 
objectives 
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Continue to improves 
systems and procedures 
around data capture, 
management and storage. 

Improve Traffic 
Management and Corridor 
Management integration 
and management. 

Understand implications of 
climate changes to our 
communities and how this 
will impact on the service 
we deliver. 

 

Understand implications of the draft 
Proposed Water and Land Plan and 
how this impact on the service we 
provide 

Understand the implication of the 
One Network Framework on 
Customer Levels of Services 

Expand on work carried 
out on Bridges and 
Pavements lifecycles to 
cover other key assets 
such as road culverts 
and kerb and channel 

Provide and connected 
and integrated network 
that is safe for all user 

Improve asset data as 
identified in the AMP and 
Asset Valuation Report. 

Improve or implement 
systems to better manage 
temporary traffic 
management process to 
meet changing needs 
including approvals 

Review implication of the migration 
to a One Network Road Framework 
by 2024 and establish any potential 
gaps. 

Gaps in service will help 
identify key priority 
areas and projects. 

None identified 
specifically 

Review Roading Policy and 
Procedures along with 
Roading Bylaw to ensure 
relevance and effectives. 

 Continue to participate 
with the Road 
Efficiency Group 

None identified 
specifically 
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The purpose of the Southland District Council Long Term Plan 2031 is to: 

• provide a long term focus for Council decisions and activities 

• provide an opportunity for community participation in planning for the future 

• define the community outcomes desired for the district 

• describe the activities undertaken by Council 

• provide integrated decision-making between Council and the community 

• provide a basis for performance measurement of Council. 

Strategic direction setting encompasses Council’s high-level goals, particularly the vision for the District, 

what the outcomes for the community may be, and what the strategic priorities will be for delivering work 

to the community.  

Community representation was amended prior to the 2018 triennial elections. There are now nine 

community boards that provide representation across the district. These are: 

Ardlussa Fiordland Northern Oraka Aparima Oreti 

Stewart 

Island/Rakiura 

Tuatapere Te 

Waewae 

Waihopai 

Toetoe 

Wallace Takitimu  

It is important that Council is seen as a leader in service delivery across the District and through this AMP, 

will ensure its transport services are fit purpose, in appropriate locations and managed cost effectively. 

Doing so enables Council to provide and deliver quality, professional services to the ratepayer. 

Council aims to have a high level of engagement with its customers and elected members to ensure that 

the minimum levels of service set out in this document represent their expectations. 

At the time of writing the AMP, Community Boards were still in the process of developing community 

plans that may identify transport improvement projects across the district.   

There are factors outside of Council’s control that can change having an impact on Council’s ability to do 

what it planned. Sometimes the impact can be significant. There is always uncertainty in any planning 

process but the key to good quality planning is to make clear assumptions to help address this uncertainty. 

Key risks and assumptions that relate to this activity are: 

• Natural hazard events continue at the current rate and there is no catastrophic event 

• Waka Kotahi continues to provide a similar level of funding assistance in the future 

• Waka Kotahi will meet Council funding requirements. 

• The Government Policy Statement on transportation does not change the priorities as defined in this 

document 

• Technology does not significantly change the current transportation model 
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Community Boards will be able to appropriately fund maintenance and renewal of assets for locally funded 

transport activities. 

Building Act 2004 Requires building consent for building, construction, alteration or 
demolition. 

Building certificate (code compliance) issued on completion of works 
for new or upgraded building. 

Building Warrant of Fitness required annually. 

Produce Project Information Memoranda (PIM’s) which may include 
details of access restrictions, approvals, leases, plans, relevant records, 
notices, correspondence etc. 

Changes:  None of Note 

Bylaws Local regulations enacted under the Local Government Act (LGA) 
2002. A range of provisions are possible to protect public safety, 
minimise nuisance etc. 

Changes:  None 

Civil Defence 
Emergency 
Management Act 2002 

Requires lifeline utilities to function at the fullest possible extent 
during and after an emergency and to have plans for such functioning 
(Business Continuity Plans - BCP’s). 

Changes:  None of Note 

Code of Practice for 
Working on the Road 

Covers management requirements and protocols for road authorities 
and utility operators working in road corridors. 

Changes:  Changes to qualification will see greater level of training and 
competency assessments over the next 3 years 

District Plan Sets rules for District Council activities. 

Changes:  None of Note 

Government Policy 
Statement on Land 
Transport 

Provides guidance on Government’s three year direction for land 
transport. 

Changes:  Safety continues to be a key focus area. The key priorities 
are covered off in the body of the AMP. 

Health and Safety at 
Work Act 2015 

Requires the provision of safe work places for all activities by local 
authority staff and contractors, and maintenance of an audit trail to 
demonstrate compliance. 

Changes:  None of Note. 

It also provides a legislative framework for the Waka Kotahi New 
Zealand Transportation Agency (Waka Kotahi), and also includes 
requirements for other RCAs (eg procurement procedures, financial 
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Land Transport 
Management 
Amendment Act 2008 

assistance, etc.) and Regional Councils (eg Regional Land Transport 
Strategies). 

Changes:  None of Note at the time of preparing the AMP 

NZTA Manuals and 
Standards 

For example, Economic Evaluation Manual, Planning, Programme 
and Funding Manual. 

Changes:  Changes in funding limits to low cost low risk which funds 
majority of Councils improvement projects. The new limit per project 
is set to increase to $2M. A new bridge replacement category has also 
been established.  

Local Government 
Act 1974 (retained 
sections) 

Provides for the formation, management, stopping, closing and 
control of roads, limited access roads and provision for public safety. 

Changes:  None of Note 

Local Government 
Act 2002 (LGA 2002) 

Provides the power of general competence for a local authority to 
undertake any business or activity given certain provisos. Provides for 
the setting of Bylaws. Details requirements for information provision 
in the LTP. 

Changes:  None of Note 

Long Term Plan Agreement between Community and Council as to the direction the 
public wishes their TA to take. 

Changes:  None of Note for Transport Activity 

Infrastructure Strategy Controls aspects of road and traffic operations, including Traffic 
Regulations, Bylaws and enforcement. 

Changes:  Bridge Renewals and Seal Layer instability are the key 
transport issues identified. 

Financial Strategy Controls aspects of road and traffic operations, including Traffic 
Regulations, Bylaws and enforcement. 

Changes:  None of Note 

Public Works Act 
1981 

Allows compulsory land acquisition. 

Changes:  None 

Regional Land 
Transport Strategy 

Sets overarching framework for land transport in region. 

Changes: None of Note 

Resource Management 
Act 1991 

Establishes a planning framework covering land designation processes, 
requirements for resource consents for activities which affect the 
environment. 

Requires compliance with District Plan and Regional Plans. Enables 
financial contributions to be required from developers as a condition 
of resource consent for specified purposes. 

Changes:  None of Note 

Standards produced by 
Standards Association 

Range of standards covering required or recommended practice. For 
example, NZS 4404 Code of Practice for Urban Land Subdivision 
provides a range of roading standards. 
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of New Zealand 
(SANZ) 

Changes:  No 

Other Standards, 
Guidelines and 
Specifications 

Wide range, many of which are included in NZTA Standards and 
Guidelines. Examples included, NAASRA/Austroads guidelines and 
standards, Geometric Design Manual, Pavement Design, Manual of 
Traffic Signs and Markings etc. 

Changes:  These are currently under review 

Telecommunications 
Act 2001, Electricity 
Act 1992, Gas Act 
1992, Railway Safety 
and Corridor 
Management Act 1996 

Provide utilities operators and other with powers to use road 
corridors. 

Changes:  None of Note 

Transport Act 1962 Controls aspects of road and traffic operations, including Traffic 
Regulations, Bylaws and enforcement. 

Changes:  None of Note 

Given that changing demand is primarily driven by changing land use, this is a potential key means of 

managing future demand. However, the predominantly low population and rural nature of Southland has 

meant that to date there has been very little requirement for land use control beyond that associated with 

agricultural sector. 

There are one or two exceptions to this, primarily Te Anau and Manapouri, but also potentially Winton. 

Consideration of demand management for these towns primarily relates to ensuring development is 

appropriate to the function rather than limiting traffic growth per se. However, there is still a need to 

ensure that land use planning continues to consider impacts on road networks as part of the overall 

scheme. 

There are no major capital improvement projects planned during the period. The majority of work 

planned is related to renewal of assets particularly bridges, sealed roads and footpaths. 

There may be specific projects that will arise during the period of the plan as an outcome of future 

planning outcomes and including those done carried out by local Community Boards. 

In the coming years consideration is will be required around how the transport network and activates 

positivity contributes in helping achieve the outcome of Climate Change Reponses (Zero Carbon) 

Amendment Act  
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Levels of service (LOS), performance measures and targets form the performance framework for the 

activity detailing what the Council will provide, and to what level or standard: 

LOS are the outputs that are expected to be generated by the activity. They demonstrate the value being 

provided to the community or reflect how the public use or experience the service. A key objective of 

activity planning is to match the level of service provided with agreed expectations of customers and their 

willingness to pay for that level of service. 

Performance measures are quantifiable means for determining whether a LOS has been delivered. 

Performance targets are the desired levels of performance against the performance measures. 

The levels of service provide the basis for the management strategies and works programmes identified in 

the AMP. By clarifying and defining the levels of service for the activity (and associated assets), Council 

can then identify and cost future operations, maintenance, renewal and development works required of the 

activity (and associated assets) to deliver that service level. This requires converting user’s needs, 

expectations and preferences into meaningful levels of service.  

Details the levels of service, performance measures and performance targets for the Transport activity. 

The italicised/grey measures are monitored for internal management/self-assessment purposes and as 

such are not reported publicly in the LTP. The table sets out the Council’s current performance and the 

targets it aims to achieve within the next three years and by the end of the next 10 year period. 

Funding constraints, both local and national over the past 10 years, have resulted in a generally ‘flat-lined’ 

programme. This approach is unsustainable to maintain current levels of services as a result increased 

investment is required from 2021 from both Council and Waka Kotahi (2021-24 funding still needs to be 

approved). 

Any reduction in funding from what is required will certainly require a reduction in the amount of work to 

be delivered, which will in turn result in a decline in levels of service and satisfaction over time. 

All possible avenues for minimising LOS decline are being examined in order to ensure that optimum 

value for money is achieved for the community. 
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Table 5: Transport:  Performance Management Framework 

Section 5 cover the plans, strategy and financial requirements for respective sub level activates to achieve 

levels of service outcomes. 

Lifecycle asset management means considering all asset management options and strategies to deliver the 

agreed level of service and to inform decision-making for asset renewal, replacement, upgrade and disposal. 

Effective lifecycle planning is about making the right investment at the right time to ensure that the asset 

delivers the desired level of service over its full-expected life, at the minimum total cost. This section explains 

the approach for: 
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• Providing new or upgraded assets to improve service levels, providing for growth and demand 

• Operating and maintaining assets 

• Renewing or replacing assets 

• Disposing of assets at the end of their useful life.  

 

Figure 2: Impact transport activities have on the four well-being areas  

Typically there are three issues identified in renewing and maintaining transportation infrastructure as 

outlined in the table below: 
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Issue Options Outcomes Issue Options Outcomes Issue Options Outcomes 

Unit Rate 

Increases 

Status Quo Less work done 

Increased backlog 

Lower LOS 

Unbalanced 

Network 

Status Quo 

 

Less work done 

Increased backlog 

Lower LOS 

Constrained 

Funding 

 

Status Quo 

 

Less work done 

Increased backlog 

Lower LOS 

Rationalise Assets Increased travel 

Economy impact 

Sustainability 

Equal Work 

Effort 

All roads 

including high 

classification 

roads will have a 

declining LOS 

Rationalise Assets Increased travel 

Economy impact 

Sustainability 

Increase budget to 

offset unit rate rise 

Increased Cost 

Declining LOS 

Hierarchy Focus Low Classification 

roads will have a 

much lower LOS 

to fund high 

classification 

roads 

Increased 

Maintenance 

Reduction in 

renewals 

Long term lower 

LOS 

 

 

Increase budget to 

match asset need 

Increased Cost 

Maintain LOS 

Increase Budget Increased Cost 

Balance between 

rationalisation and 

maintaining LOS 

 

 

Increased 

Renewals 

Reduction in 

maintenance 

Short term lower 

LOS 

Table 6: Primary issues relating to maintaining existing levels of service across transportation activities 

Unit Rate Increases 

The cost of carrying out activities is expected to increase at inflationary rates and this is allowed for during long term planning.  However there are a number of factors (eg 

bitumen index, market competitiveness etc) that influence unit rates beyond inflation that has a massive effect on the size of work programme Councils roading team can 

deliver For example; the market average rate for road rehabilitations in Southland has increased exponentially over the last funding cycle (≈$75,000.00/km increase).  In 

order to combat some of these uncontrollable variable rates; smarter procurement methods will be investigated. 

Unbalanced Network 

The 80:20 principle has been applied for a number of years now where the majority of investment is focused on higher classification roads (ONRC Primary and Secondary 

Collector roads). This has been used successfully ‘short term’ to distribute constrained funds where the majority of road users will benefit; however this is not a long term 

sustainable solution as extent of network infrastructure reaches end of life. 

Constrained Funding 
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Budgets historically have, and most likely will continue to be constrained and therefore smarter asset management principles need to be applied.  This will consider all options 

when maintaining assets to end of life to ensure a fit for purpose network that is in line with the 4 well-being areas can be achieved with a balance of long term sustainability.   
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The key asset management system for the transportation team is the Road Assessment and Maintenance 

Management (RAMM) software.  This is the database that holds almost of all Councils transportation assets 

and considered to be the single point of truth. 

RAMM is used as a robust asset database with the ability to perform assessments, asset valuations, forward 

works programming, inspections and much more. 

Complimentary tools such as dTIMS and Juno Viewer are also utilised. 

The One Network Road Classification (ONRC) is a classification system, which divides New Zealand’s 

roads into six categories based on how busy they are, whether they connect to important destinations, or 

are the only route available: 

• National (N/A to SDC) 

• Arterial (N/A to SDC) 

• Regional 

• Primary collector 

• Secondary collector 

• Access (including low volume access) 

The ONRC is the primary tool developed through REG to enable operational and culture change in road 

activity management. It facilitates a customer-focused, business case approach to budget bids for the 

National Land Transport Programme. 

Using the ONRC, local authorities and NZ Transport Agency can compare the state of roads across the 

country, and direct investment where it is needed most. Road users will see an increase in the quality of 

some roads, and a decrease in others that have been over-specified in the past.  Overall, New Zealanders 

will get the right level of road infrastructure where it is needed, determined by a robust, impartial, nationally 

consistent tool – the ONRC. 
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Figure 3: NZTA ONRC classifications 

The ONRC is currently being enhanced to better include people that are walking, riding a bike or taking 

public transport. It will also reflect that transport corridors are not just for travelling through. They are also 

places where people stop, socialise, enjoy and do business. 

The ONRC tool has been utilised throughout this AMP to determine and prioritise the levels of service and 

activities that Councils provides. 

More information on ONRC can be found at: 

https://www.nzta.govt.nz/roads-and-rail/road-efficiency-group/projects/onrc 

https://www.nzta.govt.nz/roads-and-rail/road-efficiency-group/projects/onrc
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Community boards will be engaged with where appropriate around levels of service or projects within their 

relevant regions.  For most transportation projects; strict Waka Kotahi requirements need to be adhered to 

meet funding obligations and therefore while communities will be kept up to date with what is occurring 

and planned; they will not be directly involved in determining the works programmes.   

However; both footpaths and streetlighting activity areas are a bit different as they do have a local funding 

component and therefore the level of engagement with community boards will be more intricate. 

A level of service for footpaths has been defined which best replicates what Council already has plus some 

improvements.  This has then been applied across the district to identify potentially gaps or improvement 

opportunities within each township.  These lists of improvements will be consulted with the relevant 

community boards to agree the priorities and set budgets.  See footpath section of AMP for more detail. 

Existing streetlight infrastructure has been spatially mapped to identify areas that do not meet best practise 

guidelines to come up with improvement (level of service) programmes.   Areas that do not meet best 

practise will be consulted with the relevant community boards to agree the priorities and set budgets.  See 

streetlighting section of AMP for more detail.  

Future improvement opportunities have been identified in each of the activity types outlined in subsequent 

sections.  However the key improvement projects that Councils transportation team will work on over the 

next three years are: 

Data Input Refine RAMM data inputs particularly around culverts and unsealed road 
maintenance 

Spatial Interface There is an opportunity for future improvement to refine this data into a more 
dynamic spatial interface to utilise both RAMM inventory data and the 
condition data to identify renewal programmes and level of service deficits 

Review Pavement 
Layer Data 

Carry out core samples to gain knowledge of bitumen to stone ratio for areas 
that Council hold little data. 

The Districts sealed surfaced roads constitute 40% (approx. 2000km) of the road network and carry 85% of 

the traffic volume. Of the 284 million vehicle kilometers travelled (VKT) on the SDC network around 70% 

of the VKT’s are traveled on the Primary and Secondary Collector roads. These Primary and Secondary 

Collector road account for around 20% (approx. 1000km) of the SDC network. The objective of the sealed 

roads is to provide all-weather travel for all types of vehicles however under intense or extreme weather 

events access may not always be possible. 
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Council currently has the following amount of sealed Urban and Rural roads by ONRC category: 

Access Rural Thin Surfaced Flexible 744.1 4,565,000 

Access Rural Bridge 0.9 3,000 

Access Urban Thin Surfaced Flexible 42.1 344,000 

Low volume Rural Thin Surfaced Flexible 33.5 193,000 

Low volume Rural Bridge 0.4 0 

Low volume Urban Thin Surfaced Flexible 107.5 689,000 

Low volume Urban Concrete 0.1 1,000 

Primary collector Rural Thin Surfaced Flexible 81.7 659,000 

Primary collector Rural Bridge 0.3 2,000 

Primary collector Urban Thin Surfaced Flexible 8.3 103,000 

Secondary collector Rural Thin Surfaced Flexible 922.2 6,422,000 

Secondary collector Rural Bridge 2.1 13,000 

Secondary collector Urban Thin Surfaced Flexible 47.3 437,000 

Secondary collector Urban Bridge 0.1 1,000 

Totals     1990.8 13,432,000 

Table 7: SDC Network break down by ONRC Category 

Primary Collector 7.5 93.5% 76.7 5.3 82.0 

Secondary Collector 7.0 51.8% 479.9 446.8 926.6 

Access 6.5 30.3% 226.3 520.0 746.3 

Low Volume 6.0 49.2% 16.6 17.2 33.8 

Totals   44.7% 799.6 989.3 1788.9 

Table 8: ONRC Hierarchies and their target minimum design widths 

The traffic volumes on the sealed roads range from the lower end of the scale (sealed urban cul-de-sacs) to 

the upper limit on SDC’s busiest urban and rural roads. See the table below for the range of AADT’s by 

ONRC and Urban Rural break down. 

Low volume Rural 5 50 

Access Rural 20 210 

Secondary collector Rural 120 995 

Primary collector Rural 300 2400 

Low volume Urban 10 195 

Access Urban 70 880 
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Secondary collector Urban 240 2200 

Primary collector Urban 980 4900 

Table 9: AADT range by onrc classifications 

The failure modes of bituminous pavements include shallow shear failure, roughness, rutting, cracking, 

stripping, ravelling, loss of surface texture and skid resistance, flushing, edge break and potholes.  Most of 

these can now be detected by high speed data collection, in particular roughness, rutting, loss of surface 

texture, skid resistance and flushing.  This information will be used in order to model and predict the 

renewals of our sealed road pavements as per subsequent sections of this document. 

The cost to maintain and renew approximately 2000km of network is unsustainable long term without 

significant increased investment and we are starting to see the implications of this occurring as we reach the 

end of useful lives on a number of assets including sealed pavements. 

An intervention matrix has been developed to provide fit for purpose interventions to help invest limited 

budgets in the most appropriate locations.  See below the matrix which is to be applied to the rural network 

only.  Urban environments will be treated as per the status quo i.e. renewal when at end of life 

ONRC Unsealed Rural Sealed Roads 

Classification Ideal Width Under Width Seal Layer 

Instability 

Pavement End 

of Life 

Low Volume 6.00m Maintain as 

Gravel 

Revert to 

Gravel 

Revert to 

Gravel 

Revert to 

Gravel 

Access 

(<100vpd) 

6.50m Maintain as 

Gravel 

Revert to 

Gravel 

Revert to 

Gravel 

Revert to 

Gravel 

Access 

(>100vpd) 

6.50m BCR for Seal BCR for 

Widening 

BCR for 

Rehab vs 

Unsealed 

BCR for 

Rehab vs 

Unsealed 

Secondary 

Collector 

7.00m Seal/Rehab Widen pre 

Reseal/Rehab 

Rehab Rehab 

Primary 

Collector 

7.50m Seal/Rehab Widen pre 

Reseal/Rehab 

Rehab Rehab 

Table 4 – Rural roads intervention matrix 

The matrix is to be used to determine what treatment is to be carried out when rural roads are deemed at 

end of life or not at desirable standard. The matrix is not a tool to purposely rationalise or lower the level of 

service currently provided – but is a tool to prioritise investment into the appropriate locations to ensure 

primary routes and developing areas are maintained appropriately and sustainable long term. 

One Network Road Classification (ONRC) hierarchy has been used to split the different levels of service 

and interventions provided.  Access road classification has been further split into two categories (50-100vpd 

and 100-200vpd).  This split is due to the vast range of roads that fall within the Access Roads classification.  
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By splitting the classification either side of 100 vpd will filter out the roads that should be investigated for 

changing the existing level service (up or down).   

Roads that fall in the Access above 100vpd category will be subject to a Benefit to Cost Ratio (BRC) analysis 

at Councils discretion to determine both what the most appropriate intervention is and also the most 

economic time to carry out a change in level of service (if any).  Only roads that Councils engineers believe 

may produce a positive BCR will be reviewed (roads that have significant increased maintenance or have 

changed use and potential economic gains by changing level of service – not just typical rural roads that 

have ‘just’ met the 100vpd threshold).  Even if a positive BCR can be calculated; this does not guarantee an 

increase in level of service will be provided any time soon.  It will simply mean the section of road has met 

the first set of criteria and will be prioritised against all other roads in the network that fall into this category.  

This prioritised list of improvements will form a forward works programme that will be implemented as 

budget allows. 

The roads that are currently under the ONRC desirable width will only be considered for widening if they 

are >0.5m under width (250mm either side of road).   

ONRC Unsealed Rural Sealed Roads 

Classification Standard 

Width* 

Under Width 

(>0.5m) 

Seal Layer 

Instability 

Pavement End 

of Life 

Low Volume 6.00m 2093km 25km - 15km 

Access 

(<100vpd) 

6.50m 660km 100km 9km 143km 

Access 

(>100vpd) 

6.50m 151km 309km 28km 196km 

Secondary 

Collector 

7.00m 2km** 523km 74km 280km 

Primary 

Collector 

7.50m - 61km 14km 6km 

*Standard width for Rural Sealed Roads only.  See unsealed section of AMP for unsealed road widths. 

**This is the OTTA seal section of Haldane Curio Bay Road 
Table 5: Matrix with network statistics applied 

The way existing network data has been applied to the matrix above is as follows: 

Unsealed: Simply split by ONRC classification 

Rural Sealed Under Width: Roads that are ≥0.5m under desirable ONRC width. 

Rural Sealed Roads with Sealer Layer Instability: Roads that ALREADY have 6 or more seal layers. 

Rural Sealed Roads at end of life: Everything that is currently not under width or 6+ seal layers. 

It is worth noting that there is a good chance that seal instability will be an issue prior to pavements reaching 

end of life for a lot more than what the above table demonstrates – but this is a snap shot of current data 

and therefore everything that is not ‘currently’ under width or facing seal stability issues has defaulted to the 

Pavement end of life column. 
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Where the matrix has determined the road is to be maintained/renewed as a sealed road – it is assumed that 

the surfacing type will be a thin flexible chip seal layer.  However with increasing volumes of heavy vehicles 

using Councils network means that some areas (mainly intersections) are requiring additional specific 

treatments ie Asphalt. Asphalt while it is more expensive (current reseal average cost $5/m2 v $50m2 for 

Asphalt) does have a longer life and performance is enhanced in these higher stress locations compared to 

a chip reseal. Council already has approximately 70 areas of asphalt in urban and rural situations across the 

network that covers both intersections and cul-de-sac heads. From a rural perspective, when a site is up for 

reseal and if there are high stress areas contained within the site; then these areas will be assessed for the 

option of using Asphalt for increased durability. 

Some work has been carried out on compiling a matrix for an initial assessment on the likely hood of Asphalt 

being an acceptable and an affordable option. This matrix relies on the intersection data in RAMM and the 

latest traffic estimates for both AADT and percentages of heavy vehicles being up to date. The work to date 

has highlighted some issues in the intersection data and the current traffic estimates. The current intersection 

data in some cases implies the intersection is a candidate for Asphalt when in fact the intersection is just a 

change in Road Name and the heavy vehicle usage is just straight through the intersection with minimal 

turning heavy vehicles. 

An improvement opportunity is to refine the data inputs into an Asphalt intersection decision Matrix over 

the next 3 years to have a robust set of criteria of when Asphalt is to be used. 

Based on the matrix there are 151km of roads subject to a Benefit to Cost Ratio (BRC) analysis to determine 

if the next appropriate intervention is seal the road and if so the most economic time to do so.  If all 151km 

was to be sealed then the profile could look like the below: 

 

Figure 4: Access Roads to be considered for sealing 

The above graph shows that we currently have approximately 5km of roads with an ADT greater than 

150vpd which are ‘likely’ to have a positive BCR and also be at the top of the prioritisation list of what 

would be targeted and budgeted for in the 2031 LTP at a cost of approximately $1.8M. 

To seal extension all 151km of Access roads with >100vpd would cost approx. $48M. 
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Based on the matrix there are 292km of rural roads that should be considered for reverting to unsealed 

pavement due to having less than 100 vehicle movements per day. On top of this there is an additional 

533km subject to a Benefit to Cost Ratio (BRC) analysis to determine if the next appropriate intervention is 

revert the road to gravel when the road reaches the end of its life or rehabilitation.   

Refer to the unsealed roads section of AMP to see profile of roads that could potentially get reverted to 

gravel at end of life. 

Existing level of service for all roads: $900M over 70 years or $13M/annum 

Apply matrix: $770M over 70 years or $11M/annum (net saving of $2M per annum). 

High speed data (HSD) is collected every two years. Currently Councils HSD is collected by WDM which 

is the same company that collects the same HSD on the State Highways. This data collection is used to 

determine the current condition of the sealed network and also determining appropriate 

interventions/timing.  This data includes: 

The HSD texture data has been analysed using the minimum macrotexture requirements as detailed in 

NZTA T10 Specification: 2013 Specification for state highway skid resistance management. 

Figure 5: Trending distribution percentages of HSD texture by ONRC classification 

The HSD skid resistance data has been analysed using the minimum skid resistance requirements as detailed 

in NZTA T10 Specification: 2013 Specification for state highway skid resistance management. 
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Figure 6: Trending distribution percentages of HSD skid resistance by ONRC classification 

The graph below shows the current age make of the top surface by ONRC.  

 

Figure 7: Councils current top surface age profile 
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On the assumption of maintaining Councils current sealed network size; using the average of the last 4 years 

achieved lives for the 4 ONRC categories, the current amount of reseals generated is 985,000m2 which 

matches our current KPI of 7.3%. 

KPI 16.1: Average quality of ride on sealed local roads. Smooth Travel Exposure >95% from 2021 onwards  

KPI 16.2: Percentage of sealed local road network resurfaced.  Target of 7.3% or >970,000m2/annum. 

WSP’s dTIMS report which models deterioration uses all the condition data (HSD, Rating and seal age data) 

suggests the % of resealing could be around 5.6% as the recommended investment over a 10 year average. 

WSP’s unedited Juno Viewer which also models deterioration uses all the condition data (HSD and Rating 

data) the % of resealing could be around 6.2% as the recommended investment over a 10 year average. 

The above %’s are both less than our current KPI of 7.3%. There we recommend reducing the target to 

6.5% and increase investment into pavement rehabilitations. 

The below is the approach Council takes to identifying and programming its forwards works programme 

for sealed roads: 

1. High speed data (HSD) is collected every 2 years by WDM  

2. RAMM Rating data is collected every 2 years by Core Services provider  

3. Completed reseals and rehabilitation first coat seals added into RAMM yearly. Data is sent from the 
reseal contractor to Core Services provider to review and format, query and update to load into. 

4. Core Services provider carries out Forward Works Programme using Juno Viewer Modelling Software.  
Juno Viewer is run annually to determine rates of network deterioration and validate and update reseal, 
rehabilitation sites and update 3 year plan, 10 year outlook of site selections. 

5. dTIMS Modelling is also carried out on 3 yearly intervals.  The aim of this analysis is to provide evidence-
based information to assist in the development of the Transport Management Plan, support the LTP 
investment submission for pavement and surfacing renewals.   

6. Skid Resistance (SCRIM) review/assessment.  This exception report determines sites for sealing and 
water cutting plans for the year.   

7. Any not completed sites from the previous season reviewed are added to FWP (if any) to ensure these 
do not get overlooked. 

8. Draft Forward works programs sent to Client for review (this is the next 3 years) 

9. Finalised program sent to Maintenance Contractors to programme pre reseal repairs to be carried out 
prior to follow sealing season and also seek their feedback.  

10. Finalised program sent to Reseal Contractor to do seal designs and seek their feedback. 

11. Reseal Contractor carries out reseals 

12. Rehabilitation programme goes out to open tender. 

As soon as the road is constructed and sealed, deterioration starts and eventually the road will need 

maintenance such as pot holes, edge break, cracking, low texture, low skid resistance etc. 
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A number of years later a reseal will be required to restore the road to acceptable standards, then ultimately 

the road will require a rehabilitation and the process starts over again. 

The water proofing capabilities of the first coat is not 100% so what is commonly known as a second coat 

seal is constructed generally within 1 to 2 years after the first coat. This second coat seal improves the water 

proofing capabilities of the now two seal layers and aims to have a useful life of between 5 and 18 years, 

depending on the size of the chip used in the second coat seal and the composition and volume of the traffic 

using these sealed roads.  

Following the second coat seals are the reseals which are constructed as the second coats or reseals reach 

the end of their lives due to a number of factors like age, loss of texture, loss of skid resistance, amount of 

cracking etc. 

Drainage on the sealed network will be carried out by the maintenance contractors during pre-reseal repairs 

to ensure all drainage is kept to the required standards at least once every seal cycle – see drainage sections 

of AMP. 

Theoretically a sealed road can last indefinitely, provided sufficient investment is made in the form of 

maintenance repairs.  However it will become uneconomical to continue with these and this is ultimately 

when a renewal is required.  Also the continual repairs will lead to a road that no longer providing a 

comfortable, safe and efficient means of transport therefore no longer fit for purpose. 

For sealed roads the main driver for reseals is the deteriorated condition of the seal coat (except for first 

coats). The seal coat as it ages loses condition via a number of factors such as: 

• Age – as the bitumen binder ages it becomes brittle and this leads to cracking (this leads to pot holes and edge break) and 

loss of the sealing chip (scabbing) 

• Texture – traffic use leads to loss of texture as the sealing chip is pushed down through the bitumen binder which leads to 

wheel path rutting and smoother wheel paths. This loss of texture and rutting leads to when it rains the water does not run 

off the seal coat as quickly as it should. So instead of vehicle tyres running in contact with the sealing chip, there is less 

surface area contact with the chip which can leads to a loss of traction. 

• Skid resistance – traffic use leads to polishing of the sealing chip via the action of the tyre contact with the sealing chip. 

This polishing leads to lowering of the skid resistance capabilities of the seal coat, thus making the road less safe. 

• Seal layer instability – with the succession of seal coats that are constructed over time, the amount of bitumen versus the 

amount of sealing chip (binder to stone ration) reaches a point where there is excess binder. The top surface sealing chip 

texture is then lost more quickly than normal thus leading to a shorter life of the seal coat. As SDC’s network gets older 

the amount of the network with seal layer instability climbs. Currently the way to deal with seal layer instability is to 

rehabilitate the road. 

The renewal strategy is based around the timing of the next reseal to ensure SDC achieves a good economic 

life for the money invested in the current seal coat. Factors considered prior to any reseal include the texture, 

skid resistance and scabbing are at levels that require a reseal. Water proofing of any cracked areas is 

maintained to protect the basecourse layers and also to provide additional water proofing on any repairs that 

have been carried out prior to the reseal. 

Other factors that are considered are the practicalities of sealing, especially in the more remote areas of 

SDC’s network. What this means is, some areas of sealing in these remote areas are packaged with other 
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areas so that we do not have to go back to these remote areas the following year to reseal a relatively small 

area. This leads to some areas being brought forward and some areas delayed. 

As per the asphalt level of service section above – Council is currently working on a matrix to determine 

what high stress sites/intersections should be resurfaced with asphalt.  In the interim these are assessed case 

by case when identified in the resurfacing forward works programme and assessed against available budgets. 

The renewal forecasts have been based on the following two options: 

This option assumes that SDC continues on as per recent history by rehabbing all the sealed roads as they 

come due.  This will generate additional area due to the new rehabs being wider than the current seal width.  

Assuming over the next 40 years that the entire network has been rehabbed and all sealed roads are out to 

the ONRC minimum design widths, there will be an additional 1.1 million m2 of seal. This additional area 

equates to approximately 28,000m2 per year. 

The resealing program continues on at the same KPI of 7.3%. This generates a yearly reseal budget including 

physical works costs and Engineering fees ($250,000) ranging from $5.5m to $5.8m over the next 10 years. 

This budget also has a yearly allowance of 3,500m2 of Asphalting for high stress areas. 

This option includes the implementation of the invention matrix on rural sealed roads. Urban roads are 

maintained as required.  

The effects of the intervention matrix suggest that on the assumption of the proposed changes in level of 

service over the next 40 years there will be reduction in the total sealed area of around 20,000m2 per year.  

From the above data a reseal KPI of 6.5% has been assessed. This 6.5% KPI generates an average yearly 

reseal budget including physical works costs and Engineering Fees ranging from $4.80million to $4.72million 

over the next 10 years. This budget also has a yearly allowance of 3,500m2 of Asphalting for high stress 

areas. 
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Figure 8: Pavement construction year per ONRC classification 

As a result of a huge number of roads being construction within a confined timeframe – all prediction 

modelling suggests that we are going to have a ‘bow wave’ of rehabilitations to deal with.  This leads on to 

the question of what life can be expected to be achieved from these pavements in order to plan for the bow 

wave of renewals.  

Councils previous Activity Management Plan refers to achieving an average of 70 years out of its pavements 

before needing an intervention such as a pavement rehabilitation.  Whilst this 70 year number is a reasonable 

assumption; there a couple of points that challenge how realistic this prediction is: 

• All new pavements are designed for a 30 year design life.  Waka Kotahi requirement. 

• All pavement rehabilitations that have been carried out on the Southland District Council network to date have only 

achieved an average of 38 years (despite what classification/ADT of road). Is this because we can only expect in the realms 

of 35-45 years out of pavements or could it be that the pavements rehabilitation to date have actually prematurely failed 

due to other factors such as materials or construction techniques. 
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Figure 9: Renewals profile based off birth date 

Based on the fact that the majority of Councils roads were built in the 1960s; it comes as no surprise that 

the ‘bow wave’ of renewals peaks approx. 2030 based on a 70 year expected pavement life. 

As you can see from above section there are lots of questions around what pavement life Council can expect 

to achieve from its relatively speaking low volume network. What is being observed from the rehabilitations 

that are being required to date is that it is usually surface layer instability that is driving the need for 

intervention.  If seal layer instability is a real issue; and likely to occur prior to pavement failure; then is a full 

life cycle of seal the governing factor we need to model our pavements renewals on rather than deeper seated 

pavement failures. 

Typically Council has observed significant surface related failures occurring due to the number of seal layers 

applied is in the realms of 6 layers plus.  Table 10 below shows approximately the number of seal layers 

Council currently has on its sealed network: 

Low 
volume 

3,748 46,994 55,107 32,128 13,974 1,628 416 - 

Access 13,534 114,379 247,379 257,444 155,344 41,240 556 - 

Secondary 
Collector 

4,617 195,680 317,086 211,941 112,545 61,406 12,069 909 

Primary 
Collector 

6,978 21,591 20,849 6,105 4,115 9,003 4,958 1,037 

Table 10: Length (km) of roads per each seal layer 

In summary Council has approx. 133km of network above 6 seal layers already and 286km with 5-6 seals 

layers (bordering on the point of instability).  Combined this is approximately 20% of Councils sealed 

network already showing signs of seal instability or not far from it. 
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As outlined above; there is a number of unknowns around expected average pavement lives for Councils 

network as a complete life cycle of all assets has yet to be reached and therefore a lot of assumptions are 

built into modelling predictions.   Council does however hold a much more complete set of Seal life actual 

achieved data which appears to be the governing factor of when a rehabilitation intervention is required and 

therefore this has been analysed to determine expected lifecycles per ONRC classification as shown in Table 

11 below: 

Primary 
Collector 

2.2 11.4 11 8.3 12.3 8.6 5.8 

Secondary 
Collector 

2.2 11.7 11.6 12.1 10.8 9.3 8.6 

Access 
Road 

2.1 12 13.1 12.2 9.8 9.6 7.7* 

Low 
Volume  

4.6 14 13.4 13 12.3 8.6 7.0* 

Table 11: Average achieved seal life of each seal layer per ONRC classification 

*Incomplete data sets as no roads of this low volume has had an 8th coat applied. 

In summary the average expected life to be achieved for sealed roads based off seal layer instability per 

ONCR classification is shown in Table 8 below: 

Primary Collector 60 years 

Secondary Collector 66 years 

Access Road 67 years 

Low Volume Access Road 73 Years 

Table 12: Average achieved life cycle based off actual achieved seal lives 

Utilising the expected seal life data (based on actual achieved seal lives), the extrapolated profile of when all 

of Councils sealed roads will reach end of life are require rehabilitation due to seal layer instability is shown 

in Figure 10 below:  
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Figure 10: Rehabilitation profile based off actual seal lives achieved 

A shown above the renewals start to increase in 2030 to approx. 16km/annum and then really ramp up in 

2040 to 45km/annum plus.  This is a significant increase on the 5-10 km rehabilitation packages Council 

has been achieving over the last few construction seasons.  Taking a smooth line approach to avoid the 

peaks or ‘bow wave’; 15kmh/annum of renewals is required effective immediately in order to maintain the 

existing level of service on Primary and Secondary Collector Roads only.  In order to maintain the existing 

level of service on all sealed roads then Council need to average 28km/annum renewals.  

The above graph converted into investment required is shown below in Figure 11: 

 

Figure 11: Investment required for rehabilitation profile (based on seal lives) 

Taking a smooth line approach to avoid the peaks or ‘bow wave’; $7.1M/annum of renewals is required 

effective immediately in order to maintain the existing level of service on Primary and Secondary Collector 

Roads only.  In order to maintain the existing level of service on all sealed roads then Council needs to be 
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investing an average of $12.2M/annum.  This has been calculated using a rate of $50/m2 plus professional 

services costs. 

Two approaches for determining a renewal cycle for sealed roads have been outlined above: 

• Pavement Age (based on an assumed expected life) 

• Seal Layer instability (based on actual achieved seal lives) 

The two scenarios combined are showing in Figure 12 below: 

 

Figure 12: Pavement life vs Seal layer life profile 

The red line is showing an average between the expected renewal dates between both scenarios (Pavement 

life vs Seal layer life).  The point at which all the linear trend lines meet is probably a reasonable assumption 

of a good place to base an average renewal programme around assuming the existing level of service is to 

be maintained for all sealed roads.  This is approx. 28km/annum or $12.2M/annum. 

WSP Opus on behalf of Council prepares a dTIMs performance modelling report for Council to utilise all 

relevant information held by Council such as RAMM and high speed WDM data to best optimise a forward 

works programme to maintain the network under a number of different scenarios. 

After all the modelled scenarios and analysis had been completed, the recommendation was a budget of 

$8.442M for pavement renewals (absolute minimum) to maintain Primary & Secondary collectors plus 

Access road with >100vpd. 
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Average Investment Required 2031 Long Term Plan 2041 Long Term Plan 

Rehabilitate ALL sealed roads $8.70M/Annum $21.40M/Annum 

Rehabilitate Collector sealed roads only $3.25M/Annum $11.00M/Annum 

Impact of NOT investing in ‘lower’ volume roads in 2031 LTP is an ADDITIONAL $4.40M/Annum in 2041 LTP.  This is on top of the peak of the 
‘BOW WAVE’.  Reality is that if ‘lower’ volume roads are not invested in this LTP – the ability to recover and fund at a later date is almost impossible 
and hence a reduction in level of service (reverting roads to gravel) will be inevitable.  We need to be investing at the green line values throughout the 
2031 LTP to avoid reducing levels of service across the sealed road network as the affordability and market capability of carrying out the work required in 
2041 LTP is questionable as is without exacerbating the situation. 
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Figure 13: Investment vs impact charts 

Development of Asphalt Matrix to create robust criteria to determine which intersections are to be treated 

with asphalt when up for renewal. 

Carry out core samples to gain knowledge of bitumen to stone ratio for areas that Council hold little data. 

Review pavement layer data especially in the old Wallace County area to ensure we end up with as full a 

history as possible. 

The District’s unsealed metal surfaced roads constitute 60% (approx. 3000km) of the road network and 

carry only 15% of the traffic volume.  Nearly 69% of the unsealed roads carry less than 50 vpd.  The objective 

of unsealed roads is to provide all-weather travel for all types of vehicles however under intense or extreme 

weather events access may not always be possible. 

There are approximately 3,000 km of unsealed roads in Southland District.   

The unsealed roads, which are spread throughout the District, are generally lower volume roads that provide 

access from individual properties to collector or arterial roads.  They generally have lower speed values than 

sealed roads, with the aim of providing a suitable surface for the public to travel comfortably at 70 km/hr 

on straight sections. 

The unsealed roads have developed from tracks to roads with the vegetation removed and gravel added to 

fully constructed gravel roads.  This has taken place over the past hundred years with the standards and 

requirements in terms of width and strength improving over time.   The following table describes the 

standards to which new roads are constructed.  They are based on the demands identified for each road and 

evaluated against the ONRC. 

The capacity of the unsealed roads is governed by their widths and strength being suitable for the volume 

and type of traffic carried.  The width has a major effect on safety giving opposing traffic more room to 

avoid each other.  This is particularly important in locations of low visibility around curves or over brows 

of hills.  However regardless of the road width vehicles still tend to drive in the center of the road creating 
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a two-wheel track road rather than a three or four-track road.  The strength of the road governs the capacity 

of the road to carry repeated heavy loads, particularly in wet conditions.  This becomes particularly important 

during logging, quarrying, dairy conversion and other intense carting operations.  Capacity of Southland 

unsealed roads is variable. 

Table 13 below shows the ONRC hierarchies for unsealed roads including design target widths: 

Primary Collector N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Secondary Collector 6.0 – 7.5 100 1.7 0 

Access – Rural 5.0 – 7.0 83.1 811.7 137.2 

Low Volume – Rural 3.5 – 6.0 94.0 2093.3 124.6 

Table 13: Unsealed Road Widths - Targets 

A reasonable level of compliance with the design carriageway widths (based on a combination of 2001, 2003 

& 2012 data) and the general lack of concern (as evidenced through complaints) regarding gravel road widths 

has been used to determine design targets.  This recognises that in terms of priorities for expenditure a lower 

width is acceptable to the general public and specific widening efforts should only take place where specific 

problems have been identified such as safety concerns. 

The traffic volumes on the unsealed roads are generally at the lower end of the scale.  These range from 5 

to 210 vehicles per day.  The only secondary collector ‘unsealed road’ Council currently has is the Otta seal 

on Haldane Curio Bay Road (1.7km) with an ADT of 210 vpd.  

The unsealed road asset is in a reasonable but constantly changing condition depending on traffic use, 

weather, position in its maintenance cycle etc.  It needs to be acknowledged that while our gravel roads 

appear to be in reasonable condition they have been formed by a gradual build-up process rather than 

constructed.  This means that the majority lack structural strength and are susceptible to damage from 

changes in use. 

Roughness is a function of both grading and gravelling.  Because of the constantly changing condition a 

road may meet the required standard the day it is graded and be severely substandard a short time later.  The 

type of gravel and the binding material available will also affect the surface condition, as will the weather.  

Adding new metal may make the road appear in good condition but be much less satisfactory to drive on, 

and may even be dangerous on hilly steep sections of the network. 

Roadroid (see section below) is used to measure the assets condition at any point in time. 

Roadroid is a tool that was developed in Sweden and implemented by Council back in 2015 to measure road 

roughness via means of a smartphone application.  Council adopted this means of measuring the condition 

of the unsealed network to remove all subjectivity for the test results and to provide consistency.  Output 

from Roadroid is both in terms of International Roughness Index (IRI) and in a more relatable measure of 

percentage of what is acceptable or not. 

Roadroid has been used for the following roughness surveys: 

- Alliance contacts 10% monthly auditing 
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- Response to unsealed road related Requests For Service (RFS) 

- District wide annual unsealed network audit 

The district wide annual unsealed network audit is typically carried out in November/December months 

and the score generated is used as evidence for KPI 16.4 in Long Term Plan as per below: 

KPI 16.4 Percentage of gravel road tests where road roughness (road roughness measured by Roadroid testing) meets acceptable 

standards.  Target of 85% Good or Satisfactory combined score. 

Council has achieved this KPI since its implementation with scores ranging between 87-91% Good or 

Satisfactory across the board. 

Some details of the unsealed road network are held in the RAMM system, mainly inventory data such as the 

length, width and start and end points of a section of road.  Also included are locations of culverts. 

Maintenance data including costs is to be captured via RAMM contractor and recorded in the appropriate 

RAMM tables. 

Roadroid data is stored in the Roadroid cloud system and any data can be exported and any time.   

The level of service provided on all unsealed roads regardless of their ONRC classification is to: 

• Comfortably be able traverse them at 70km/h (where the road geometry/layout safely allows)  

• Achieve an average score across the entire road (not isolated short sections) of 85% Good or 

Satisfactory Roadroid score. 

Where there are subjective opinions that cannot be agreed between affected residents and Council on 

being able to “safely traverse the road at 70kmh” – the Roadroid score component above will take 

president as a non-subjective measure of overall condition of road. 

The District has a large proportion of unsealed roads and there is continual pressure to seal them, 

predominantly by the rural community.  Sealing of the roads has significant consequences in the long term 

because of maintenance and asset deterioration issues.   

While there is an ongoing desire from ratepayers for seal extension of their own road or the ones they 

travel on the most, there is also a realisation that SDC cannot afford to seal all of its roads.  A rough order 

of cost estimate to seal the remaining 3,000 km network of unsealed road is $750M with an increase in 

long term annual maintenance of $12M pa.  Even just sealing a 100 m strip in front of every house on 

every unsealed road has an estimated rough order of cost of $105M (based on 3,000 properties at $35,000 

each) with an increased maintenance cost of $1.2M pa. 

The same matrix that is demonstrated in the ‘Seal layers and Pavement life’ section of this AMP will be used 

to determine both unsealed roads that potentially could be sealed and also sealed roads that should be 

reverted back to gravel when they reach end of life as shown below: 

The matrix is to be applied to rural roads only.  Urban environments will be treated as per the status quo i.e. 

renewal when at end of life.  Primary and Secondary collector roads have been removed as they should all 

remain as sealed roads. 
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ONRC Unsealed Rural Sealed Roads 

Classification Width Under Width Seal Layer 

Instability 

Pavement End 

of Life 

Low Volume 3.50 - 6.00m Maintain as 

Gravel 

Revert to 

Gravel 

Revert to 

Gravel 

Revert to 

Gravel 

Access 

(<100vpd) 

5.00 – 7.00m Maintain as 

Gravel 

Revert to 

Gravel 

Revert to 

Gravel 

Revert to 

Gravel 

Access 

(>100vpd) 

5.00 – 7.00m BCR for Seal N/A BCR for Rehab 

vs Unsealed 

BCR for Rehab 

vs Unsealed 

Table 14: Rural roads intervention matrix 

The roads that fall in the Access above 100vpd category will be subject to a Benefit to Cost Ratio (BRC) 

analysis to determine both what the most appropriate intervention is and also the most economic time to 

carry out a change in level of service (if any).  Even if a positive BCR can be calculated; this does not 

guarantee an increase in level of service will be provided any time soon.  It will simply mean the section of 

road has met the first set of criteria and will be prioritised against all other roads in the network that fall into 

this category.  This prioritised list of improvements will form a forward works programme that will be 

implemented as budget allows. 

Any roads that are currently sealed and are deemed to be reverted to unsealed; will only occur when seal 

layer instability occurs or pavement reaches end of life. 

ONRC Unsealed Rural Sealed Roads 

Classification Width Under Width Seal Layer 

Instability 

Pavement End 

of Life 

Low Volume 3.50 - 6.00m 2093km 25km - 15km 

Access 

(<100vpd) 

5.00 – 7.00m 660km 100km 9km 143km 

Access 

(>100vpd) 

5.00 – 7.00m 151km N/A 28km 196km 

Table 15: Matrix with network statistics applied 

Based on the matrix there are 292km of rural roads that should be considered for reverting to unsealed 

pavement due to having less than 100 vehicle movements per day. On top of this there is an additional 

533km subject to a Benefit to Cost Ratio (BRC) analysis to determine if the next appropriate intervention 

is revert the road to gravel when the road reaches the end of its life or rehabilitation.  Assuming that half 

of the 533km subject to BCR are reverted to gravel; this is a total of 558km of sealed roads will be reverted 

to unsealed when they reach each of life.  This is expected to occur over the next 70 years with the peak 

approx. 2045-2065 as shown on the graph below: 
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Figure 14: Roads to be considered for reverting to gravel 

The above graph shows that there is approximately 43km of roads that the data shows are already at end of 

life based on amount of seal layers currently applied or will reach this point within the 2031 LTP. 

Based on the matrix there are 151km of roads subject to a Benefit to Cost Ratio (BRC) analysis to determine 

if the next appropriate intervention is seal the road and if so the most economic time to do so.  If all 151km 

were to be sealed then the net difference to unsealed network size would be 558km-151km = an increase 

in the unsealed network of 407km.  This change in network size would occur over the next 70 years with 

only approximately a 40km increase in unsealed network predicted in the next 10 year window. 

Otta Seals may in the future provide a viable option to full seal extension where dust is the primary reason 

for public complaint.  At roughly $90,000 per kilometer this may be a financially viable option in the future.  

More data needs to be gathered on the long term life and costs of these before proceeding with more than 

just trial sites.  Council has just one trial site that has reached end of initial life and is now trialing a two coat 

chip second coat seal over top to see how much extended life can be achieved.  This will give an indication 

of whole of life cost and how it compares to traditional seals. 

Council will consider allowing Otta Seals to be used outside resident’s houses at their own cost as a substitute 

to using Waste Oil treatment which is no longer permitted by Environment Southland.  While Council will 

support these applications – there will be a set of criteria that will need to be followed and Council will not 

contribute towards the cost of such applications as it’s not a level of service rated for. 

The general rule for maintenance of the unsealed network on no-exit roads is to maintain to the last house 

with the exception of where there is a point of interest (eg. Lakes, rivers, parks etc). 

There is an opportunity to investigate whether Council can reduce its maintained unsealed network based 

on change of land use.  It is estimated that approximately 80km of the network may fit this category; however 

further analysis is required to refine this number. 
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There are also a number of maintained roads that only service one property (essentially a legal public road 

serving as a private drive way).  It is estimated that there is approximately 100km (based off rapid numbers 

and carriageway lengths) of network falls within this category; however further analysis is required to refine 

this number. 

A long term strategy may look to stop maintaining some of the above roads and/or divest the road reserve 

to adjacent property titles.  Further work is required in this space and hence no proposal for change is 

suggested at this point in time. 

For unsealed roads, the top surface is gravel (metal) to provide a suitable wearing surface, the shape provides 

surface water run-off and the underlying material needs to be resistant to moisture penetration by 

appropriate material grading. 

The surfacing of gravel roads is one of the main areas where contractors are encouraged to produce a stable 

bound surface.  This may be done in a variety of ways including adding clay and silt, (either from the edge 

of the road or imported), adding well graded metal, stabilising existing material with lime or cement, rolling 

after laying etc.   

The main operating and maintenance activities for unsealed roads are: 

• Grading (varies from monthly through to yearly depending on road use), to maintain shape (and 

therefore drainage) and remove rutting and corrugations.  Crossfall should be provided on straight 

sections of road at approx. 4-5% to avoid potholing down the center of the road. 

• Pothole repairs - through grading or filling - if filled the repair material needs to be capable of 

compaction to ensure it is dense and stable for trafficking while still performing similar to the 

surrounding pavement.   

• Vegetation management, including mowing, noxious plant spraying and overhanging vegetation 

trimming. 

• Condition assessments by maintenance contractors and Council staff with the aid of Roadroid. 

Graders are programmed on a general cycle depending on known condition of the road, traffic volumes and 

ability to maintain condition.  A regular inspection is carried out by the grader driver, however a decision on 

either the need for grading or whether the road is in a fit condition to be graded is made at the time grading 

is due. 

Loose surface build-up is also required to be monitored as the deeper the loose surface the greater the risk 

of a driver losing control.  If it is over 250 mm deep it should be considered for intervention. 

Transition areas from sealed to unsealed carriageways also need attention under unsealed maintenance.  

A smooth transition should be maintained over no less than a 20 metre distance within the unsealed 

carriageway however this may need to be longer depending on specific site conditions.  Meanwhile the sealed 

section is to be swept and kept clear of the unsealed carriageways aggregate. 

As with sealed roads drainage is a major issue.  Waterways need to be operating correctly and are not to be 

blocked with roading aggregates.  This includes bridge decks/drainage to be kept clear. 

The increases have been aligned with inflated increases due to expectant rises in labour and fuel costs.  Costs 

in this area are predominantly grading making up around 75% of all cost.  The majority of other costs 

associated with unsealed road maintenance are routine maintenance and digouts. 
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Constraints  

• Gravel supply has been a significant expense in maintaining roads in Southland and in particular unsealed 

roads.  Effort has been placed into determining ways of reducing this cost.  A potentially significant 

initial potential saving has been identified by purchasing from alternative suppliers.  Residents generally 

prefer a regular grading cycle, however better and more economic results can potentially be obtained by 

monitoring quality and increasing or decreasing cycle.   

• The remaining life of the network with ongoing maintenance and renewal is indefinite.  The formation 

is assumed not to depreciate as regular maintenance (slip clearing, etc) will allow it to provide service 

indefinitely.  The unsealed pavement structure is assumed to consist of a permanent sub-base layer 

protected by a maintenance metal layer, which is replenished as required to maintain the overall structural 

integrity. 

 

Figure 15: Unsealed Roads Opex Forecasts 

Potentially an unsealed road can last indefinitely, provided sufficient investment is made on the road through 

its life to keep it in a good state of repair and renewed when required.  For roads, the main parameter that 

signals the need for road renewals is the road condition and increasing maintenance costs to maintain the 

required LOS.  As the road surface deteriorates, it becomes rougher with increased potholing and failures.  

The renewal strategy is based around measuring and forecasting the deterioration of the roads and 

scheduling investment in renewals when the level of deterioration becomes unacceptable. 

With unsealed roads, deterioration can in some cases be very rapid - i.e.  a road which was adequate when 

used by the occasional heavy vehicle becoming impassable when logging or dairy conversion takes place 

along it.  Renewals for unsealed roads is primarily re-metaling the surface. 

SPR
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The renewal forecasts have been based on the 2018 - 2021 average expenditure. Council’s contractors make 

use of resources such as the AustRoads formula for calculating the amount of metal to be applied. 

Programmes are developed with 2, 4, 8 year cycles and feedback is also sought from Grader drivers as to 

places with no metal.   

Factored into this is the position of gravel pits to align value for money (sometimes better to complete 

additional roads in a given area due to the location of the gravel source than shifting a crusher and the 

associated setup costs). 

 

Figure 16: Unsealed roads renewals forecast 

Historically some roads attract 100% Waka Kotahi subsidy because of their national significance in terms of 

tourism industry, their use, revoked State Highway status and current condition.  The Transport 

Management Act 2003 repealed section 104 of the Transit NZ Act 1999 which related to special purpose 

roads.   

Council currently only has one special purpose unsealed road which is the Lower Hollyford Road.  Waka 

Kotahi at this point are paying the 100% subsidy but this is proposed to end in 2024 where is will be reduced 

to Councils 52% Funding Assistance Rate (FAR).   Council is currently having conversations about what 

this reduction in funding will mean for the Lower Hollyford Road long term – particularly post it being 

significantly damaged in the February 2020 flooding event. 

The maintenance of special purpose roads includes pavement maintenance, amenity, safety and traffic 

services.  This is covered under the maintenance contracts to the same LOS as other roads with a similar 

hierarchy.  Due to its distance from the rest of the network, the Lower Hollyford Road is maintained by the 

State Highway maintenance contractor and consultant in the area. 
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Figure 17: Investment vs impact charts 

• Investigations are required to improve the understanding of the relationship between maintenance 

techniques and the performance of unsealed roads. 

• Little historic data is formally held on the construction and maintenance of the unsealed roads and as 

such this is an area seen as an opportunity for data capture improvement.  

• Further investigate whether stabilising agents produce any economic benefit to the road network.  This 

includes further evaluation of Otta Seals and other agents applied to the road to extend maintenance 

cycles or dust suppressants 

• Carry out a new inventory survey to check gravel road widths against full contract compliance and 

progress to target widths as existing data varies from 2001-2012. 

• Maximise Roadroid data to refine grading cycle frequencies. 

• Model unsealed pavements in Juno-viewer and utilise the Roadroid data in this space. 

• Further investigate the extent of network data to potentially reduce the maintained unsealed network. 

Council has 1081 bridges (including stock underpasses) on the network, or on average one bridge or large 

culvert for every five kilometres of road.  The majority of these structures were built between 1950 and 1970 

and therefore a large number a reaching the end of their useful lives over the 2031 Long Term Plan period. 

A number of different materials have been used to construct the bridges within the Southland District.  

Both the oldest and the youngest structure in the network are constructed from concrete.  Timber structures 

have construction dates typically starting in the 1950s.   

At the time of producing this report there were 77 posted bridges owned by SDC and the posting limits are 

due to deterioration in the condition of the main structural members.  The majority of the posted bridges 

are timber structures though some bridges incorporating steel components also have weight restrictions 

imposed.  All of the structures will continue to deteriorate and the number of posted bridges can be expected 

to increase in future years if the structures are not upgraded or replaced. 
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Armco Culvert 48 176 

Boundary (Other Council's Responsibility) 7 169 

Boundary (SDC Responsibility) 11 176 

Box Culvert 138 546 

Concrete 433 7495 

Concrete Pipe Culvert 16 40 

Pedestrian 3 65 

Private 1 6 

Reinforced Timber 5 89 

Steel/Concrete 43 1215 

Steel/Timber 51 945 

Stock Underpass 239 1034 

Suspension 1 62 

Timber 78 571 

Woodstave Pipe 7 16 

Totals 1,081 12,605 

Table 16: Councils structure types/quantities 

SDC also have 40 bridges with a total length of 671m on the Around the Mountain cycle trail. These 

bridges will be included in the Around the Mountain Cycle trail section 

The Remaining Useful Life (RUL) of each structure is assessed on an ongoing rolling cycle and determined 

by our professional services provider. The RUL is used as a key input into developing the order in which 

bridges require attention. Generally, the approach has been to address the highest risk structures first. 

Over the last year or two it has become evident that too many bridges are reaching the end of their lives 

without reaching their expected RUL.  Therefore council have decided to look at the 12 year programme 

(171 structures back in 2018) in entirety rather than in order of estimated RUL. This number quickly grew 

to 194 when reviewing the remaining timber structures in our network requiring replacement within the 

next 20-years. Since this initial analysis Council has managed to do 16 structures since 1/7/2019 as 

follows. 

• Replaced with a bridge – 7 (An additional 17 bridges targeted for replacement by 30/6/2021) 

• Replaced with a culvert – 3 

• Removed bridge and not replaced – 3 

• Replaced and divested bridge– 1 

• Divested bridge - 2  

Therefore the programme of works for treatment in the 2031 Long Term Plan is down from 194 to 161 

bridges.  Once the current backlog is resolved, our structures network and subsequent replacement 

programme will reduce significantly and stabilise allowing a period of maintenance and appropriate 

depreciation funding to manage the workload moving forward. 
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To replace all 161 structures over the next 10 years would cost a total of $34.0M (2020 Valuation data) or 

an average of $3.4M per annum. This is significantly more than the existing LTP (2018-28) budget 

provided of approximately $1M per annum.  Therefore a balance of increased investment vs change in 

level of service is inevitable.   

Traditionally renewals have been prioritised based on predominantly condition alone. However, given the 

scale of renewals required over the coming years and the budget available, it was evident that the 

Transport team cannot afford to maintain all of its existing structures within the network. In order to 

prioritise the current available funding it is necessary to prioritise and rationalise existing assets as they 

reach the end of their useful lives within the current budget period. 

The outcome of this work has resulted in the bridge matrix which has been developed as a decision 

making tool to determine whether a structure should be replaced, divested or removed.  

The parameters used in the matrix are NZTA’s One Network Road Classification (ONRC) criteria and the 

available alternative detour lengths as per the below: 

NZTA 

ONRC 

Classification 

Alternative Access Detour Length 

20+km or 

No 

Access 

15-20km 10-15km 5-10km 0-5km 

Primary Collector      

Secondary Collector      

ACCESS      

Low Volume Access  

(11-50 vpd) 
     

Low Volume Access  

(0-10 vpd) 
     

Table 2: Bridge Replacement Matrix for Bridges 

 REPLACE (OR UPGRADE) BRIDGE 

 REPLACE (OR UPGRADE) BRIDGE & CONSIDER DIVESTMENT 

 REPLACE (OR UPGRADE) BRIDGE & CONSIDER DIVESTING WITH THIRD PARTY 

CONTRIBUTION 

 CONSIDER REMOVING BRIDGE 

The bridge matrix / prioritisation tool was developed to be utilised as a first cut of the forward works 

programme.  The matrix does not take into consideration other structures on the proposed alternative 

routes.  As a result there are potentially structures that cannot be removed, or be divested for legal reasons. 

Further, in some cases the available detour might not be appropriate.  

For the second cut of the programme, each bridge has been reviewed (desktop) one-by-one to determine 

the flow on effects and whether the matrix recommendation is appropriate. As part of the validation it was 
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considered whether or not the bridge has a detour available, the detour length, ownership of land either 

side of the bridge, likely forestry or other industry impacts and other social impacts such as tourism.   

Through the 2021-2031 LTP it is intended to engage with the community and consult on the levels of 

services and associated cost implications to determine the parameters utilised in the prioritisation matrix. 

In particular the focus intends to be around whether the detour routes too long or short, and whether the 

community is prepared to accept an aggregate level of service reduction (i.e. the removal of some 

structures), in order to minimise the cost implications of the replacement programme. 

Irrespective of whether the community is prepared to rationalise the structures network, there will be a 

need to prioritise the delivery of the replacement programme. The matrix will generally be utilised to 

determine the replacement priority. As such, where bridges deteriorate at an accelerated pace, but an 

acceptable detour is available, it is likely that temporary closure will be the outcome. These closures may 

remain in place for a number of years pending the priority order of the programme. It is acknowledged 

that this will be the source of significant frustrations for some communities, however, safety risk and 

accessibility considerations need to be prioritised. 

Council is open to innovative design solutions and therefore have kept its design requirements quite broad 

to encourage cost savings while providing fit for purpose solutions. 

Typically* bridges will be: 

- HN-HO-72 Design Capacity to cater for High Productivity and larger agricultural machinery 

- Min of 4.2m between the wheel guards to again cater for larger machinery to safely traverse the 

bridge. 

*While in most cases the above two parameters will be specified for designs; if a cheaper solution can be 

sought that is still “Fit for Purpose” and the only way to achieve the replacement programme or BCR for 

replacement; then these will be considered on a case by case scenario. 

All structures will have bridge width markers installed to denote the pinch point on the road (i.e. the 

narrowest point that can safety be traversed).  These are to be installed as per Manual of Traffic Signs and 

Markings (MOTSAM) requirements.  It has been identified that a lot of the bridge markers have been 

installed incorrectly on the network and therefore an improvement project is recommended to review and 

rectify all bridge end marker signs. 

All barrier end protections should be delineated with a hazard markers. 

All approach signage and markings should be clear and consistent and installed to MOTSAM requirements.   

:   

These are of varying construction methodologies and are only being updated as bridge renewals occur.  

These will also be reviewed as part of the audit process but it is unlikely that any major upgrades will occur 

unless a serious potential safety problem is identified.   

The high risk embankment and bridge approach safety database tool has prioritised the higher risk structures 

that should be considered for NZTA M23 compliant barrier system installation.  The highest risk bridges 

have already had barriers installed over the last 5 year period and additional minor improvement barrier 

installation projects will be prioritised & programmed for replacement/installation as budgets allow. 
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Handrails are of varying design configurations and are still being installed on new bridges where side 

protection is deemed low risk to keep project costs as low as possible.  Typically these are in the form of 

wood or galvanised steel.  An improvement opportunity is to have a consistent design for handrails that are 

modular to allow easy maintenance across the district.   

The bridge structures themselves are reviewed through annual inspections by the maintenance contractor, 

Annual posting reviews and six yearly detailed structural reviews.  Through these inspections the structural 

integrity is monitored and decisions made on postings, repairs or replacements.  If funding continues to be 

constrained, there may be cases in future to continue closing some bridges where alternative routes are 

available.  This will need careful consideration of the effect on the network functionality and economic 

impacts. 

Bridges approaches and deck sealing will be considered on a case by case situation.  There are obvious 

benefits of sealing the approaches but initial construction and ongoing maintenance costs may outweigh 

these benefits.  It is recognised that the stance taken around which bridges have been sealed historically has 

been inconsistent and mostly likely as a result of whether there was funding available at the time of bridge 

renewal/upgrade.  There is an opportunity to create a set of predefined parameters for a consistent 

methodology going forward of when sealing is appropriate and approach lengths etc. 

Inspections are carried out in accordance with NZTA S6 Bridge and other Structures inspection Policy.   

These are carried out by Councils Structural Services provider and consist of: 

• Posted bridge inspections – annually 

• Structural bridge inspections – six yearly (but being completed over a 3 year period to gain knowledge 

of the asset condition sooner) 

• Special inspections – as and when required (post flood etc) 

Maintenance on structures is carried out through our Alliance style Maintenance Contracts.  Every year 

posted bridge inspections carried out the structural services provider will provide a list of maintenance 

activities to be completed.  This is then prioritised and completed within the recommended timeframes 

assigned by the structural services provider. 

Maintenance contractors are also expected to proactively keep on top of general maintenance such as 

cleanliness, painting, and clearing of deck drainage.   

The Structures maintenance Budget is based on the latest round of structures inspections. Due to the age of 

some of the bridges in Southland’s network, and potentially not enough spent on this activity historically, it 

has been decided to address the posted bridges which are strategically the most important and highest risk. 
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Figure 18: Bridges/Structures Opex Forecasts 

A number of factors impact on bridge renewal programmes.  Unlike roads, which decline gradually when 

poorly maintained, a bridge has the potential for a sudden collapse and subsequent catastrophic outcomes, 

both from a safety and an economic perspective.  Not only can it be expensive to replace, but high costs 

can be incurred by users unable to access the asset, either because of a longer alternative route or because 

the community is completely cut off. 

Apart from an ageing network there are also increased pressures from the increasing number of heavy 

vehicles on a far greater number of roads.  Beef and sheep farming generate heavy traffic at peak times, 

whereas dairy is up to twice a day, 10 month a year operation.  This has been compounded as dairy 

conversions grow in number.  Forestry demand has also noticeable increased in recent years. 

Based on the large number of renewals required over the next 10 year period; the bridge matrix outlined in 

level of service section will be utilised as a decision making/prioritisation tool.  Irrespective of whether the 

community is prepared to rationalise the structures network, there will be a need to prioritise the delivery of 

the replacement programme. The matrix therefore will generally be utilised to determine the replacement 

priority. As such, where bridges deteriorate at an accelerated pace, but an acceptable detour is available, it is 

likely that temporary closure will be the outcome. These closures may remain in place for a number of years 

pending the priority order of the programme. It is acknowledged that this will be the source of significant 

frustrations for some communities, however, safety risk and accessibility considerations need to be 

prioritised. 

Council currently has 839 waterway bridges in its Asset Database (this excludes stock underpasses and 

pedestrian bridges).  Utilising the bridge matrix the 839 bridges fit within the matrix as outlined below: 

371 

420 
390 384 

500 516 531 
546 562 579 

595 
613 630 

649 
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Alternative Access Detour Length 

ONRC Classification 20+Km or No Access 15-20km 10-15km 5-10km 0-5km 

Primary Collector 7 4 4 3 0 

Secondary Collector 79 16 40 50 12 

Access 140 34 68 62 4 

Low Volume Access (11-50 vpd) 114 14 53 60 4 

Low Volume Access (0 -10 vpd) 64 1 3 3 0 

Table 17: Bridge matrix applied to all waterway bridges 

Replace (and retain ownership): 457 Structures 

Replace and consider divesting: 128 Structures 

Replace and consider divesting with 3rd Party Contribution: 65 Structures 

Consider removal: 189 Structures 

The 10-year programme based on the 161 bridges is approximately $34M (with an average cost of just 

over $210K per bridge) which therefore = ~$10.2M required per 3-year cycle to replace all the bridges that 

are likely to reach their RUL.  There is $10.9M allowed in years 1-3; $11.8M in years 4-7 and $12.9M in 

years 7-9. 

To replace all 161 structures over the next 10 years would cost a total of $33,949,344 (2020 Valuation data) 

or an average of $3,394,934 per annum.  The valuation data is typically light compared to market rates and 

therefore an assumption has been made that the offset of some of the 161 bridges bring able to be upgraded 

by component replacement rather than full replacement will offset some of this deficit. 

From the 161 bridges identified as needing replaced during the 2031 LTP, there are 2 bridges that are 

valued around $1M each (2020 Valuation data). They are as follows 

• The bridge over the Oreti River on Mount Nicholas Rd – Valued at $985,159 

• The bridge over the Mataura on Hume Rd – Valued at $1,113,458 

Monowai Suspension bridge is the only exception that is going to either need significant upgrade work 

($1M+) or replacement in due course.  Therefore all of the bridge replacements will fall into the Waka 

Kotahi Low Cost Low Risk or Bridge Renewal categories in the 2031 LTP period. 

 

Figure 19: 10 year renewal Forecast chart 

Smoothed annual expenditure line (all 161 bridges replaced in next 10 year window) 
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Note the spikes in years 5/9 & 14 - this is not expected to be reality. Based on the uncertainty of remaining 

useful lives – these structures could need replaced/removed at any stage from now on.  

If the matrix was utilised to not only prioritise but also rationalise the bridging assets; it is estimated that 

this cost would be reduced to approximately $22M over 10 years, or $6.5M per 3-year cycle. 

 
Figure 20: Rationalised forecast based on matrix outcomes 

 

The planned expenditure for the 10-year period is: 

 

The rate of repair and renewal of bridges has been falling behind and increased investment in heavy 

maintenance/structural renewal will be required in order for the bridge life cycle to be kept at a 

manageable level.  Structural component replacements will be considered prior to any replacement if a 

positive Net Present Value (NPV) can be achieved when considering whole of life. 
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Figure 21: Bridges/Structures Opex Forecasts 

The spike in expenditure in 2021/2022 is to reflect a significant upgrade project of the Monwai Suspension Bridge. 

Short term, low cost upgrades will also be an option considered to keep structures open and prolong life 

until a replacement can be programmed.  Therefore significant additional investment will be required (at 

least double) what has been historically budgeted for Structures Component Replacements, over this period 

to extend asset life and buy time, including dealing with any unpredicted surprises that will come along. 

However, if the cost of upgrading the structure is significant it may no longer be economic to retain the 

existing structure and it may be replaced with a new bridge.  In the past, structures for replacement have 

been identified based on passing the Waka Kotahi Benefit/Cost (B/C) criteria for an economic roading 

facility.  When the structure did not produce a high enough B/C ratio to warrant a full replacement, an 

upgrade would have been further investigated. 

  

Figure 22: Investment vs impact charts 

• Some structures require more detailed inspection and analysis to determine the extent of deterioration 

- these need to be identified and inspected. The will increase confidence in expected remaining useful 

lives and therefore we can have a better understanding of the forward works programme profile. 
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• Identify and dispose of bridges which are not required, ie those that benefit a single user, or where 

there are suitable alternatives will be pursued over the next three years.  This is an ongoing piece of 

work that has been commenced. 

• Determine a consistent Handrail type/detail to be applied going forward that will be user-friendly to 

maintain/replace components as required. 

• Review all bridge end marker signs around the district and rectify as required to be in accordance with 

MOSTAM specifications. 

• Create a set of criteria to be applied to determine if and the extent of sealing approaches/decks are to 

be carried out. 

• Management of data improvement opportunity.  Get all data held into RAMM or another database 

platform. 

Southland District Council has an estimated 30,000 culverts to carry water under the road, primarily 

constructed of concrete.  Box culverts are classified as drainage up to a cross-sectional size of 3.40 m2.  

Culverts larger than this are classified as bridges.  The other major form of drainage is the deep ditches 

alongside the road to catch the runoff from land other than that in the road reserve (ie public and private 

properties).  They assist in maintaining the road network by containing the large quantities of surface runoff 

that would otherwise flood the road whenever heavy rain occurred. 

Small Culverts typically up to 
450mm dia 

96,983 8,661 129,300 11,500 

Medium culverts typically 451 to 
900mm dia 

17,976 1,353 24,000 1,700 

Large Culverts typically 901 to 
2000mm dia 

7,181 528 9,500 700 

Side Culverts 10,611 833 48,282 16,094 

Sumps n/a 0 n/a 2,852 

Subsoil Drains 16,355 137 21,240 178 

Soak Pits n/a 64 n/a 83 

Totals  11,576  33,107 

Table 18: culvert Drainage Assets 

*It is known that there are significantly more culverts round the district than what is currently held in 

RAMM.  This is an improvement project to field validate and update culvert inventory in RAMM. 

Dished Channel (Asphalt) 135 

Dished Channel (Concrete) 5,708 

Dished Channel (Sealed) 3,314 
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Kerb & Channel (Concrete) 136,890 

Kerb Only (Concrete) 4,613 

Mountable Kerb & Channel (Concrete) 35,715 

Mountable Kerb Only (Concrete) 636 

Other Type 331 

SWC (Deep, >200 Below Seal Edge) 2,626,837 

SWC (Shallow, <200 Below Seal Edge) 6,342,286 

Slot Channel (Concrete) 7 

Table 19: Surface water table Drainage Assets 

Drainage is a critical activity for the transportation team to ensure the success of our roads particularly sealed 

road pavements.  With a number of key infrastructure (Pavements, Bridges etc) nearing end of life – it is 

crucial to keep water off them to ensure we at least achieve their remaining useful lives without premature 

failure. 

In recent years vegetation such as watercress has increasingly impacted on asset performance during higher 

rain fall events resulting in blockages and surface flooding. 

Not only does drainage play a crucial role in asset preservation; it has a significant role to in providing a safe 

network for our road users. Surface water on roads can cause loss of traction with potential deadly 

consequences. 

In line with Road to Zero Strategy released in 2019 and the Government Policy Statement strategic 

principles; investment in ensuring surface water is not an issue leading to access and or safety compromises 

is a key focus for Council. 

There have been a number of slips associated with poor drainage in recent years.  This may be indicative of 

the number and quality of existing culverts, surface water drains and ditches which requires review.  So not 

only is there a need to get a better understanding of the existing infrastructure around the district – we need 

to review whether it is still fit for purpose given the increased frequency and intensity of weather events. 

With the assumption of the previous 1 in 100 year event now becoming a 1 in 10 year event – there will be 

numerous areas around the district that won’t be able to cope with these intensities.   

There is an opportunity to lidar survey areas of the district that are mostly likely to be affected by larger scale 

weather events and plan / programme upgrade work. 

Drainage maintenance is primarily carried out by the Alliance Maintenance contractors. However some 

standalone contracts are let where extent of work is beyond what is allowed for within the alliance contract 

scope of works. Maintenance activities include but are not limited to: 
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• Checking that sub-soil drains are operating effectively - as the fine particles get blocked from entering 
the drain they can reduce its effectiveness or there may be blockages.  The solution may be unblocking 
or replacing the drain. 

• Regular checks to ensure culverts are clear from the debris that can build up after storm events. 

• Maintaining vegetation and clearing rubbish from side drains, and re-forming where required. 

• Keeping kerb and channel systems clean as the gradients may be minimal and small blockages can reduce 
their effectiveness. 

• Clearing sumps (catch pits), which over time can become full of detritus, rubbish and vegetation. 

This budget is higher than historic costs but is an area of high priority.  Over the past three years there has 

been an increase in expenditure on drainage in order to maximise pavement life. This investment is planned 

to continue into the future and is aimed at maximising pavement life of sealed roads. 

 

Figure 23: Drainage OPEX forecasts 

Every two years, as part of RAMM condition rating, a condition assessment is carried out on the kerb and 

channel.  Also areas of Kerb and Channel that are adjacent to footpaths are picked up in the annual condition 

survey of footpath data.   

While we do have the data mentioned above we don’t have a robust database of the condition of kerb and 

channel assets and therefore replacement programmes are more reactive and only programmed for renewal 

when at end of life and no longer serving its purpose.   

There is an opportunity to model some deterioration rates and apply this across the data we do have to 

better programme and budget kerb and channel renewals. 
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As identified in previous Activity Management Plans we don’t have a good inventory of culvert data.  

Processes council have put in place to improve this going forward are: 

• Alliance Maintenance Contractors spending 1 day per fortnight picking up culvert data and deficiencies 

for all culverts greater than 600mm diameter.  Culverts of this size are easier to locate and are more likely 

to cause severe consequences if one was to fail.  It is estimated to take 2-3 years to complete this exercise 

(started late 2019). 

• Less than 600mm diameter culverts to be identified and added to RAMM inventory during pre-reseal 

repair time when each site has a walkover.  This could take up to 14 odd years to get round the sealed 

network – but these smaller diameter culverts are deemed less risk and will just get replaced on a when 

required basis until a good database is established. 

• There is no formal programme or strategy for culvert renewals on unsealed roads as these will just be 

treated on an “as required” basis. 

Culvert replacement/upgrades works are also undertaken in association with road reconstruction and 

maintenance projects (pavement rehabilitation, seal widening, reseals, safety projects and redevelopments) 

where this is deemed appropriate from a whole of life or capacity point of view. 

Renewals and LOS drainage expenditure over previous years has not kept pace with the amount of work 

required.  However in 2017 a district rating of the sealed network drainage was under taken to determine 

deficient areas. From this a three year programme was developed of which all the highest scoring (worst 

areas) have been completed by 2020. The idea of this programme was to catch up on some drainage works 

that had fallen behind.  Going forward the proposal is to clear out/reshape surface water channels at pre 

reseal repair time to ensure that the sealed network it’s kept on top of at least once every seal life cycle. 

Drainage channels on the unsealed network are a bit different.  While there is an assertive effort to create 

and maintain drainage paths to get water off and away from the traversable surface – there is not the same 

benefits in relation to costs to try preserve the pavement life.  This is usually achieved through general 

shaping while grading the roads unless there is a more significant issue to address. 
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Figure 24: Drainage Renewal Forecasts 

The renewal programme has a level of service component built into it.  With the prediction of having to 

upgrade the capacity of culverts in vulnerable locations in the near future; increased investment from 

previous years is inevitable.  

  

Figure 25: Investment vs impact charts 

• Continue to improve inventory data to understand the asset and be able to programme / budget 

maintenance and renewals appropriately 

• Utilise Kerb and Channel data to model deterioration and create a forward works programme for kerb 

and channel that’s not reactive (similar to what is proposed for footpaths). 

• Survey high risk areas that are susceptible to intensified weather events and design appropriate drainage 

systems based on catchment sizes to ensure people or communities are not cut off during events. 

Traffic Services as we know it primarily consists of all the Signs and Markings across the district.  However 

other hardware or roadside furniture used for road safety or delineating roads or roadsides could also fit 

within the Traffic Services banner.  One example of this is Streetlights – however as this is a major standalone 

asset for Council – please refer to section on streetlighting for this activity. 

The signs and markings component typically includes features such as pavement markings, signage 

(regulatory and warning), marker posts and delineation devices.  Each of these provides the road user 

guidance on the alignment of the road to assist on judging speeds, potential conflicts and vehicle separation.  

Southland has around 28,000 signs over the entire network, and markings on the majority of the 2,000 km 

of sealed roads.   

Because there are a vast amount of different types of signs and markings; for the purposes of this document 

the data has been consolidated into categories to give an understanding of the size of this activity.  
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White Lines (Edge and Center) 3,336.8 Km 

Yellow Lines (Center) 417.4 Km 

Intersections Marked (limit lines 
etc) 

745 Number 

Regulatory Signs 3647 Number 

Permanent Warning Signs 8521 Number 

Information Signs 5581 Number 

All other Permanently Mounted 
Signs 

9718 Number 

Table 20: Pavement markings and signs statistics 

There are numerous signs or markings that are on the network and held in the RAMM database that aren’t 

included in the table above – however these are the main categories 

Council over the last few years have started trialing some Electronic Active Warning Signs.  Below is a table 

of the current active signs in the Southland District: 

Active School Sign (Wig Wag) 2 

Speed Indication Sign X 

Advance Active Stop Sign 2 

Any others?  

Table 21: Electronic active signs statistics 

Ongoing monitoring of these Electronic Active Signs is occurring to measure how effective they are 

before implementing any strategies to roll out programmes of installations round the district. 

Signs have been installed over many decades to help guide motorists.  Some signs have been installed 

proactively based on best practice guidelines and some have been installed reactively Once the need for 

signage has come to our attention post an incident occurring or a customer request for signage. 

Numerous reviews have been carried out of the overs to try keep on top of signage that is fit for purpose 

across the district.  It is a fine balance of getting the right amount of signs that people will adhere to and 

follow versus too many signs that just blend in and become just another piece of roadside furniture.   

Key focus for Council when reviewing signs or requests in regards to new signs is having a consistent 

approach across the district. You should be able to identify the classification of road you are on based on 

the traffic services around you.   

Edge marker posts are typically placed in rural areas on corners to provide the driver an indication of where 

the road is going.  For this to be most effective the driver should be able to clearly see four markers at any 

one time throughout the curve.   
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Council’s key guiding document for assessing the need for signs including instillation locations is the Traffic 

Control Devices (TCD) manual and or Manual of Traffic Signs and Markings (MOTSAM) part 1 Signs. 

The majority of signs are Engineering Grade (Class 2) material, except for Stop, Give Way, Chevrons, and 

School signs (fluorescent yellow).   However Council is in the process of transitioning to Class 1 reflective 

grade signs as they reach end of life and require replacement. The move to Class 1 is in line with best practice 

to improve safety for road users but also has the added benefit of increased asset performance life as Class 

1 signs have an average expected life of 10 years versus the old Engineering Grade of just 8 years. 

Currently approximately 82% of Councils signs are still engineering grade and these were installed between 

1993 to 2020; therefore we expect to have replaced the last of these signs by 2030. 

In general signs are in a reasonable condition.  Areas to potentially improve include older standards of 

vulnerable user signs and older style fingerboard signs.  The majority of the street name plates are the new 

reflectorised standard of white on blue/green, however, there are some remaining black on white signs 

which should be replaced.   

Historically SDC has run a performance based specification to marking however as part of the latest round 

of pavement marking contracts SDC is taking more ‘ownership’ of this activity and has changed to a method 

based specification (P22) where SDC as client takes a more active role in determining what roads get marked 

and the frequency. 

Markings are generally based on the ONRC classifications and are in line with the table below where 

practically possible: 

Primary Collector Center line and Edge Lines along with all intersections marked. 
3.5m marked lanes where achievable 

Secondary Collector Center line and Edge Lines along with all intersections marked. 
3.0m marked lanes where achievable 

Access Roads Center Line and intersections marked (where sealed) 

 

Low Volume Access Roads Center Line marked where seal is greater than 5.5m wide and 
intersections marked (where sealed) 

Table 22: Pavement markings per ONRC classification 

There are a number of locations that the sealed pavement width does not allow edgelines at the above lane 

widths or at all.  These sections of road will get widened when they are up for renewal and until then they 

will be left without edgelines or compromised lane widths.  A common sense approach is applied as to when 

to start/stop edgelines on these deficient width areas to avoid a ‘patchy’ inconsistent appearance to road 

users. 

All new markings shall be installed as per Manual of Traffic Signs and Markings (MOTSAM) part 2 Markings. 

RRPM’s are installed by the pavement marking contractor and used to provide additional delineation of the 

centerline to ensure vehicle separation during dark hours.  RRPM’s also assist in wet conditions when the 
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pavement marking is hard to see as it raises the delineation above the surface water.  Council’s policy for 

installation RRPMs is: 

• All Primary Collector Roads 

• Secondary Collector Roads that join up Primary Collectors or State Highways for continuity of route 

• Southern Scenic Route for vulnerable road users.  

Signage is required to be cleaned and legible in all conditions 24 hours a day.  Typical maintenance includes: 

• Regularly cleaning the signage, and replacing signs as the colour or reflectivity of the sign reduces  

• Removing obstructions such as vegetation, other signage, parked vehicles etc 

• Painting of hardware including sign posts. 

All pavement markings throughout out the SDC network is marked to the NZTA’s standard Manual of 

Traffic Signs and Marking (MOTSAM) Part 2: Pavement Markings. There and many factors that determine 

the LOS for each road. This includes One Network Road Classification (ONRC), the Pavement width, and 

speed zone. These vary from centre lines, edge lines and raised reflective pavement markers on Primary and 

Secondary Collector Roads to only painting markings at controlled intersections and some bends on low 

volume roads. 

Pavement markings generally speaking are renewed rather than maintained.  However if new markings are 

found to not be fit for purpose due to application or faulty materials then the pavement marker will be 

requested to reapply the same markings prior to renewal date.   

Pavement markings post reseal sites are the responsibility of reseal contractor for 3 months post sealing 

date.  These must be of a satisfactory condition at the end of the 3 months prior to the pavement marking 

contractor accepting responsibility for the ongoing maintenance/renewals. 

All heavy-duty maintenance repairs carried out by the alliance maintenance contractors are to be marked 

where appropriate as soon as practically possible after carrying out the repair.  The repair is not deemed 

practically complete unless the markings have been done and hence payment should be held until completed. 

Traffic Services has a fundamental affiliation with road safety and therefore increased investment is in line 

with the Government Road to Zero Strategy.  Signage and Markings are generally deemed low cost high 

value interventions and therefore will be used to help manage high risk areas to aid the reduction in the road 

toll.  Vision Zero goal is a 40% reduction in road trauma (Fatal and Serious Injury) by 2030. 

Council Long Term Plan KPI: 

KPI 17.1: Annual change in the number of fatalities and serious injury crashes. Target: Reduction of 1 from prior year. 

Because traffic services are seen as critical to the safe operation of the network, sufficient capacity has been 

built into the future funding to allow for increased costs.   
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Figure 26: Traffic services maintenance OPEX Forecasts 

The majority of renewal works is carried out due to damage of signs either through vandalism or 

environmental impacts.  Assets which have reached the end of useful life are assets that have failed either 

routine daytime inspections or night time inspections due to reflectivity. 

Old Engineering Grade signs will be replaced with Class 1 signs when they are renewed.   

Pavement markings are typically renewed rather than maintained. Pavement marking performance vary 
depending on paint used, vehicle activity and ice grit. From past performance and industry performance 
testing the network’s current strategy involves renewing: 

• All Primary and Secondary collectors annually 

• All other roads biannually. 

This ensure that all highly trafficked areas are marked every year and the rest of the network is marked at 

least once every two years. The pavement marking contract is split into two with eastern and western 

contracts - however at present one Contractor holds both contracts.  Currently Council is on the third year 

of a 3+1+1 contract with Downer therefore, Council will go out for tender within this next LTP.  

With one contractor the above strategy of a complete remark every second year seems challenging to achieve.  

Before going back to market there will be a review done of whether Councils expectations of the above 

timeframes are realistic/achievable or whether to limit a maximum of one pavement marking contract per 

contractor.  During this, the frequency of the pavement marking renewals will also be review and the 

Contractor will be provided access to the RAMM data base. This will allow updates to be done in real time 

in the field. 
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Figure 27: Traffic services Renewal Forecasts 

A review of all Speed Limits in Southland District occurred in 2019 with consultation occurring in 2020 of 

the proposed amendments to the Speed Limit Bylaw. 

New and additional Signage will be required if the proposed amendments are approved by affected 

stakeholders and adopted by Council. 

Nationally there has been a focus for Road Controlling Authorities to review speed limits outside Schools 

as part of the overall speed limit review process outlined above.  Council is in the process of quantifying 

which schools in the district may qualify for investment in traffic calming, reduced speed limits etc.  This 

project will be deployed over the next 3 years. 

The above project is in keeping with the social and wellbeing impacts and road safety visions of Government. 

Work completed at the time of developing the AMP indicated that signage and associated improvements 

around schools to achieve 40km/hr and 60km/hr speed limits will required an estimated investment of 

$5.3 million over 10 year period. Southland has a total of 41 of which 37 are within the SDC roading 

network. 

Figure 28: Investment vs Impact charts 

818 843 868 893 919 946 973 1,001 1,030 1,060 

82 84 87 89 92 95 97 100 103 106 
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• Bridge Width Marker Signs have been identified in Waka Kotahi audits as not being consistently installed 

and therefore a district wide review needs to occur and have a remedial programme to fix errors. 

• Schools will be reviewed one by one for additional traffic services to help reduce speed and improve 

road safety for vulnerable and multi-modal road users in the vicinity. 

• Pavement Marking contract strategy and level of service reviewed prior to going back to market. 

• Sign details when the sign is replaced need to be reviewed and standardized. 

Southland District Council has 2649 streetlights throughout the southland network. This includes 144 

located in rural areas; with majority of lighting located within urban areas. These lights are primarily installed 

for pedestrian safety and personal security rather than road safety. However, streetlights are installed at rural 

intersections (flag lighting) throughout Councils network for vehicular traffic safety. 

In 2018/19 Council carried out a Light Emitting Diode (LED) retrofit of the entire SDC street lighting 

network. Post the LED upgrade, the required maintenance has dropped to 45% of the previous maintenance 

costs and reduced power consumption by 40%.  

Pedestrian (Category P) 2238 

Vehicular (Category V) - 

Pedestrian Crossing 10 

Bollard 257 

FLAG Lights 144 

Total 2649 

Table 23: Councils current street light stock 

Council have developed a Level of Service (LOS) to help provide consistency throughout the district. This 

LOS had been developed in conjunction with the AS/NZS1158 (Lighting for Roads and Public Spaces) and 

NZTA M30 (Specification and Guidelines for Road Lighting Design).  This LOS has been split into Urban 

and Rural.  

The definition of Urban in the context of streetlighting is defined by a speed limit less than >70km/h with 

a density of 6.5 Dwellings per 100m on a sealed road.  

Urban Street lighting can be divided into Category P Lighting, Category V Lighting, Pedestrian Crossings 

Lighting and Bollard Lighting.  See sections below for further detail on these lighting categories. 

All new luminaires installed within the SDC network must be a NZTA M30 Accepted Luminaire and meet 

the International Dark Skies Standards.   
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Currently Council use Category P standard lights for the majority of the SDC streetlight network. This 

standard is installed for pedestrian safety and personal security; rather than vehicular safety.  

Council target P3R or P4R specification lighting for 80% of its urban areas. This is detailed in the 

AS/NZS1158.3.1 and outlines the lighting requirements while using the existing reticulation infrastructure 

(power poles). This provides an acceptable balance between cost and levels of service. 

All new subdivisions within SDC that require streetlighting must be designed to a P3 standard and approved 

by a Council Engineer. The lights must be installed on standard galvanised dedicated streetlight poles. All 

designs must meet AS/NZS1158 and NZTA’s M30 standards. 

Category V lighting is typically used in areas with high traffic volumes such as motorways/highways and 

town CBDs. This standards has a much higher standard of lighting/brightness and is not recommended in 

purely residential areas. Currently there are no Category V lighting within the Southland District controlled 

network.  However, as part of the Long Term Plan; Council will conduct a review of possible locations for 

consideration. 

Pedestrian Crossing lighting shall be lit in accordance with AS/NZS 1158.4.  These luminaires shall have a 

photometric distribution specifically designed to suit pedestrian crossings (dispersing light across the entire 

road crossing location). This excludes belisha beacons. 

Bollard lighting may be installed adjacent to a footpath to enhance lighting to pedestrians. This must be 

installed in conjunction with NZTA M30 approved streetlights and not used as a replacement. The 

installation and maintenance of bollards lighting is locally funded but must be approved by a Council 

Engineer prior to installation within the road reserve. 

Bollards must be installed between the footpath and the road reserve boundary (not on the footpath).  The 

bollards must comply with NZTA M30 Accepted Luminaires and meet the International Dark Skies 

Standard.   

Flag lights are used at isolated rural intersection on an otherwise unlit route to warn motorists of the 

approaching intersection. Any intersections of concern will be reviewed by a Council Engineer against 

NZTA M30 standard.   

There is an opportunity to review all rural intersections against NZTA M30 standard to then create a 

database of deficiencies and a prioritised programme of works to upgrade the highest at risk intersections.  

This will for a piece of work to be carried out over the next three years. 
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LED streetlights have a 20 year life expectancy, and only require cleaning and an electrical check every 7 

years. Due to the increased reliability, a full network inspection will only be required once per annum. The 

majority of streetlight outages shall be managed through Councils Request for Service (RFS) system.  

In July 2020 the SDC entered a one year Streetlight maintenance contract with Network Electrical Services; 

tying in with the existing Invercargill City Council Contract. This will include all Southland District streetlight 

repairs, inspections, testing and RAMM data updates.  

Council carried out a district wide review of all its street lighting assets in 2017. Along with this and the 

information provided through the LED retrofit, Council have up to date information on the locations and 

types of lights throughout the district stored in the RAMM database. To ensure that this database is kept up 

to date Council will provide our maintenance contractor access to the RAMM data base. This to allow 

updates to be done in real time in the field. 

Unfortunately records of Council owned light pole information is less complete. Dedicated streetlight poles 

have a 25 - 50 year life expectancy and the current RAMM default installation year is 1/1/1990. An 

improvement opportunity exists to review this data by field condition surveys and comparing to subdivision 

construction dates. 

As mentioned the current the life expectancy of a LED light is 20 years. Due to the LED retrofit carried out 

in 2017/18 Council have no luminaries renewal programs planned for this LTP. Any luminaries that fails 

during this LTP will be repaired through the maintenance contract. 

As previously mentioned Council currently own 885 streetlight poles throughout the SDC network. 

However, council currently do to have accurate records of the pole age and condition. During this LTP 

Council will carry out a field survey to assist in a district wide renewal program for further LTPs. During 

this LTP any pole damaged (e.g. hit by vehicle) this will be replaced through the maintenance contract.  

As part of the Long Term Plan Council developed a spatial mapping tool to identify all areas within the 

existing network that meet the minimum Level of Service requirements for needing streetlighting but don’t 

currently have any installed.  

A forward works improvement programme will be developed from the output from the above tool.  This 

will be carried out over a number of years as budget allows and with consultation/feedback from affected 

communities as to their respective priorities.  

The timeframe/budgets for each township has been developed based on the work required vs funding 

availability.  Below is a table summarising the following townships with identified gaps and the estimated 

values of work.   

Athol  $      7,500 $7,500 

Balfour  $      1,500  $1,500 

Browns  $      1,500  $1,500 
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Colac Bay  $    14,239  $14,239 

Edendale & Wyndham  $    14,500  $14,500 

Fortrose  $    24,615  $24,615 

Lumsden  $      3,000  $3,000 

Mossburn  $      3,000  $3,000 

Otautau $      1,500 $1,500 

Riversdale  $    12,000  $12,000 

Riverton  $    19,500  $19,500 

Te Anau  $    90,938  $90,938 

Tuatapere  $      1,500  $1,500 

Waikaia  $      3,000  $3,000 

Waikawa  $      3,000  $3,000 

Woodlands  $      1,500  $1,500 

Grand Total  $  202,792  $202,792 
Table 24: Level of service improvement opportunities per township 

Currently the funding for streetlight maintenance, renewals and power is district funded (excluding bollards) 

opposed to the installation of new infrastructure (LOS) and the maintenance, renewals and power of bollards 

which is locally funded. The graph below demonstrates the estimated cost of streetlight maintenance, 

renewals and power for this LTP vs historical spend.  

 

• Historically Council have had no areas of streetlighting designed to a V Category standard. However, as 

some communities within the district network develop some of these areas may meet V Category 

streetlighting requirements. Council will conduct a survey of potential locations to determine the 

suitability. 

• With the incomplete data that Council currently hold on dedicated streetlight poles; a full review of the 

condition, age and type will assist in any ongoing infrastructure replacements. This can be achieved by a 

field survey and comparing to subdivision construction dates. 

• Due to LED Streetlights having little too no light spill, a standard LED streetlight is not affective as a 

flaglight at rural intersections. Due to this, the 280 flag lights within the SDC network require retro 
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fitting to supply adequate warning for motorists.   A review of all rural intersections around the district 

will be carried out to identify intersections at highest risk for improvement. 

Footpaths are found throughout urban areas of the Southland District network. Footpaths form part of the 

integral transportation network to connect communities and provide access for all vulnerable network users.    

Therefore when designing, constructing and maintaining the footpath network we must ensure that they 

meet the needs of providing accessibility for all. Footpaths provide independence, promote health, and 

connect neighbours.  These are all principals in the Governments Policy strategy to promote multi-model 

transport and key focus area of road safety.  

Council currently has 207.5km of existing footpaths throughout the district. Construction of these has 

occurred over many decades and as such there a vast variety of designs, material types etc are observed.  

Concrete 130319 

Asphaltic Concrete 39460 

Concrete Pavers 9598 

Gravel 25185 

Seal 2972 

Table 25: Existing footpath quantities by material type 

Footpaths within the Southland District are commonly located within urban areas with sufficient pedestrian 

demand. 

Footpaths will be assessed for areas that meet the following requirements. 

• Speed limit ≤50km/h  

• Sealed Road Surface 

• Density of ≥6.5 dwellings/businesses per 100m. 

We note that some communities may wish to install footpaths to a different level of service as the initial 

construction cost is locally funded.  However if the level of service differs from the above parameters; 

approval is required by a Council roading engineer; otherwise Council may choose not to maintain or renew 

at end of life.   

If an area is deemed eligible for footpaths, the next step is to determine if footpaths are required on just one 

side of the road or both.  Typically Low Volume Roads will have just one footpath and Access Roads (or 

higher classification) will have footpaths on both sides of the roads.  However Points of Interest (Schools, 

halls, shops etc) will be considered during this evaluation. 
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To insure footpaths are wide enough to provide accessibility and room for all types of footpath users to 

pass each other safely; all new constructed footpaths will be constructed to a minimum width as outlined in 

table 2 below. These minimum widths are in accordance with “NZTA Design of the Pedestrian Network 

Guild” and the “Southland District Council Subdivision Land Use and Development Bylaw 2012”. 

Standard Footpath 1.5m 

Shared Footpath (pedestrian/cycling) 2.5m – 3.5m 

Urban CBD (with veranda)  Varying widths (front of shop to kerb) 

Table 26: Minimum footpath design widths 

All newly constructed footpaths within the Southland District will be a constructed of a hard durable surface 

to allow safe mobility of all footpath users. These hard surfaces include:  

• Concrete 

• Asphalt or  

• Concrete pavers 

Concrete is the preferred option as it provides the lowest whole of life cost.  

Gravel is no longer considered a suitable material as it can cause mobility issues for some users and requires 

a higher level of ongoing maintenance.  

Tactile Pavers will be installed in conjunction with renewal work in accordance with RTS 14 – Guidelines 

for facilities for blind and vision impaired pedestrians 

An annual survey is carried out to rate the condition of the footpath network on a 1 to 5 scale.  This is 

carried out by the core services provider and currently utilises Roadroid Inventory App to collect the data.  

The overall score is then averaged and converted to a percentage to report on the overall condition of the 

footpaths as per Long Term Plan KPI 18.3. 

KPI 18.1: Percentage of footpaths in reasonable or better condition. Target of ≥70% 

Footpath data is stored in the RAMM data base. While this data is of good quality from an inventory 

perspective; it has limitations based on assumed construction dates which makes forecasting difficult.  

Condition data is held in the Roadroid inventory app cloud based database collected from the annual 

condition surveys.  This is a spatial tool that uses GPS co-ordinates to map each data point collected.  There 

is an opportunity for future improvement to refine this data into a more dynamic spatial interface to utilise 

both RAMM inventory data and the condition data to identify renewal programmes and level of service 

deficits.  
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Maintenance of footpaths include all annual cyclic activities such as lichen/moss spaying, grading and 

patching. Small lengths of footpath may be replaced under maintenance if it has been identified as a 

significant trip hazard. Typically the maintenance of footpaths is included as part of the townships 

streetworks budgets. 

Renewals typically occur when the asset reaches end of life or poses safety hazards such as trip hazards.  

This will be identified during the annual footpath condition rating survey. Expected remaining useful life 

held in RAMM has been utilised to determine the required annual investment in order to maintain the 

current footpath network. The graph below forecasts the estimated investment required to maintain the 

existing network without any Level of Service increases. As shown in this graph in the next two decades the 

required investment to maintain the current network will nearly triple. To reduce this impact the Council 

propose early investment for future proofing and to flatten the curve.  

 

Figure 29: Renewals forecast 

Please note: The spike shown in 2021 is due to back log of work due to historical under investment. This 

work will bring the network up to the desired condition. 

Since 2019 the NZ Transport Agency has provided funding assistance for footpath renewals at Councils 

Funding Assistance Rate (FAR) of 51%.  Historically footpaths were 100% community funded.  All 

forecasting has been assumed they Council will continue to receive this funding assistance from Waka 

Kotahi. 

Footpath LOS/Capital works refers to the construction of new footpath in areas where currently there is 

either no footpath or upgrading of an existing footpath to provide the desired LOS. 

As part of a long term strategy; Council has reviewed all ≤50kmh speed zones against the desired LOS 

criteria to determine a programme of sites to be prioritised into a forward works programme for new 

footpath installations.   
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This prioritised forward works programme will be implemented as budgets allow.  Shown below in Table 

27 is a summary of townships with identified gaps and the estimated values of work.   

Balfour 
 

Browns 
 

Colac Bay 
 

Dipton 
 

Edendale & 
Wyndham 

 

Lumsden 
 

Manapouri 
 

Monowai 
 

Mossburn 
 

Nightcaps 
 

Ohai 
 

Orepuki 
 

Otautau 
 

Riversdale 
 

Riverton/Aparima 
 

Stewart 
Island/Rakiura 

 

Te Anau 
 

Thornbury 
 

Tokanui 
 

Tuatapere 
 

Waianiwa 
 

Waikaia 
 

Wairio 
 

Wallacetown 
 

Winton 
 

Woodlands 
 

Table 27: Identified level of service deficits per township 
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Figure 30: Investment vs impact chart 

• There is an opportunity to development smart asset management tools using GIS spatial analysis to 

derive works programmes from all the data Council holds.  This is a work in progress.  

Road Safety is paramount for Southland District Council and is reflected across all transportation related 

activities Council delivers.  This includes insuring our roads are resurfaced or renewed when safety is 

compromised, unsealed roads are graded/maintained, appropriate signage is erected, safety barriers are 

installed – just to name a few. 

Nationally Road Safety is a key focus with a new Vision Zero safety strategy released by the Government 

late 2019.  The vision is a New Zealand where no one is killed or seriously injured in road crashes. This 

means that no death or serious injury while travelling on our roads is acceptable 

As a step towards achieving this vision, the government have set a target of a 40 percent reduction in deaths 

and serious injuries by 2030.  

KPI 17.1: Annual change in the number of fatalities and serious injury crashes – reduction of 1 crash from 
the previous financial year. 

Southland District council is predominantly made of low volume sealed and unsealed roads. For the period 

from 2015 to 2020 there have been 774 recorded crashes in the CAS database, of which 10 were fatal, 89 

serious injury crashes, 225 minor crashes and 420 non- injury crashes. 

The crash history of Fatal and Serious injury crashes for the period from 2015 to 2020 are shown in the 

below table. The fatal crashes are steadily declining but the serious crash numbers is remaining steady from 

15 to 17. 2019 the serious crashes increased to 19.  

2015 1 17 

2016 4 15 

2017 0 16 

2018 3 17 

2019 1 19 

2020 1 5 

Table 28: Last 5 calendar year Fatal and Serious Crash statistics for Southland District 

Overtaking crashes 2 2.02 
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Table 29: Crash types for the last 5 years of Fatal & serious crashes 

The predominant crash type for fatal and serious crashes are 

• Lost control/head-on on bends - 49.5%  

• Lost control/head-on on straights - 23% 

• Crossing/turning – Intersections – 13% 

Table 30: Crash factors that contributed >5% of Councils Fatal and serious crashes 

The major contributing factors in Fatal and Serious crashes are as below  

• Alcohol – was a contributing factor in 51% of the crashes  

• Driver errors – Such as Poor handling, Poor Judgement and Poor Observation in total contributed in 

75% of the crashes  

• Road contributed in 20% of the crashes  

• Vehicle speed was a contributing factor in 15% of the crashes  

The Councils Safety Management Strategy (SMS) was developed based on the Safe System approach 

introduced by Waka Kotahi (NZTA) in 2010. The strategy focusses on the four pillars of road safety  

• Safer Road and roadsides 

• Safer Speeds 

• Safer Vehicles  

Straight road lost control/head on 23 23.23 

Bend - lost control/Head on 49 49.49 

Rear end/obstruction 8 8.08 

Crossing/turning 13 13.13 

Pedestrian crashes 2 2.02 

Miscellaneous crashes 2 2.02 

TOTAL 99 100 

Alcohol 51 

Failed to give way or stop 13 

Fatigue 7 

Incorrect lanes or position 15 

Miscellaneous factors 5 

Poor handling  29 

Poor judgement 22 

Poor observation 24 

Position on Road 17 

Road factors 20 

Travel Speed 15 

TOTAL 241 
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• Safe road users 

The road safety action plans were developed as two five-year plans, 2010 to 2015 and 2016 to 2020. Both 

plans had focussed on different aspects and were implemented to reduce the death and serious injury 

crashes.  

The national road safety action plan for 2016 to 2020 focussed on the below areas  

• Raising public awareness through advertising campaigns 

• Lowering blood alcohol levels 

• Making our high-risk roads safer through rumble strips and median barriers 

• Mandating electronic stability control for light vehicles. 

Council’s Safety Management Strategy has been implemented using the four pillars of Safe System approach 

The major type of crashes within the Southland network are Loss of control crashes on bends and straights 

and crossing/turning crashes at intersections.  

To address the above crashes SDC have developed their Safety Deficiency Database of hazards within the 

network and programmed treatments to reduce the Serious and Fatal injuries in crashes.  

The council has developed their safety deficiency database based on the principle of safe road and roadside 

identifying deficiencies within the network.   

The database holds the sites of bridges and embankments with steep drops for the installation of barriers. 

The council also has looked at sites with two or more serious and fatal crashes combined and added it to 

the Safety Deficiency Database to develop into Safety projects.  

Fatal and serious crashes – Site visits reports – Investigation of crash sites and recommended treatments 

added to the deficiency database as a minor safety project.  

Most of the Southland District Council roads are low volume roads and the options that can be justified are 

limited to the low-cost options. SDC have developed their programme based on the above strategy and have 

focussed on achieving the best value for money within the region.  

The council has progressively included safety elements to minimise the risk of loss of control crashes and 

removal of hazards to minimise the severity. This enables the council to upgrade the roading network and 

improve road safety.  

1. Incorporating safety aspects such as seal widening, barriers, relocation of power poles within the 

rehabilitation designs and construction,  

2. Safety features for tourist routes seal extensions, speed limit reviews and delineation. 
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Speed was a contributing factor in 15% of the fatal and serious crashes, the major crash type for the network 

is loss of control.  

To manage the speeds within the network the strategy incorporates the following low-cost options  

1. Thrust gauge of out of context curves and installation of appropriate signage to address the loss of 

control crashes.   

2. Road Safety Southland works closely with the council and the Police for education and enforcement 

programmes to target speeding drivers.  

3. Speed Limit reviews to ensure safe and appropriate speed limits are set throughout the network.   

Driver errors such as Poor handling, Poor Judgement and Poor Observation were contributing factors in 

75% of the Fatal and serious injury crashes. Vehicle factor was a contributing factor in 4% of the crashes.  

Road Safety Southland forms an integral part of the Southland District Councils Safety Strategy to deliver 

programmes on Safe Drivers and Safe Vehicles.  

1. Advertising of Safety Messages - advertising of Road Safety messages through various media outlets, 

the messages vary from safe speeds, don’t drink and drive; look out for Motorcyclists, drive to 

conditions, buckle up etc. The messages target the Alcohol issue and the driver behaviours specific to 

Southland District.  

2. Organise Seat belt restraint and Infant seat restraint compliance checks with Police.  

3. Organise and deliver driver education and training programs 

4. Road Safety Southland works with other Road Safety partners to coordinate advertising during major 

events such as Burt Munro Weekend, Field Days, various sporting events etc.  

In Summary the Councils Safety Management Strategy has been developed based on the Safe System 

Approach when Waka Kotahi (NZTA) introduced it in NZ IN 2010. Council’s roads are low volume with 

a relatively low number of Fatal and Serious Injury crashes. There are very few projects which can be justified 

based on a reduction in Fatal and Serious injury crashes within Southland.  

As per the funding criteria set for Council’s projects were limited to low risk/low cost options to improve 

safer roads and roadsides.  

The projects developed by the council as per the funding criteria were  

• Improving delineation – Installation of signs on out of context curves, Intersection signage 

improvements, Installation of pavement marking arrows on Visitor routes.  

• Installation of safety barriers  

• Seal extensions and widenings on visitor routes.  

• Speed Limit reviews  

The latest Government Policy Statement lists out the Strategic priorities which are   

1. Safety – Developing a Safety System where no-one is killed or seriously injured 

2. Better Travel Options – Providing people with better travel options to access social and economic 

opportunities  

3. Improving Freight Connections – Improving freight connections for economic development 
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4. Climate Change – Developing a low carbon transport system that supports emission reductions while 

improving safety and inclusive access 

Figure 31: Government Policy Statement – Strategic priorities  

Vision is a New Zealand where no one is killed or seriously injured in road crashes. This means 

that no death or serious injury while travelling on our roads is acceptable.  

Vision Zero – No deaths or serious injuries during travelling on New Zealand roads. Our vision is based on 

Vision Zero first launched in Sweden in 1997, Vision Zero provided a common vision that brought together 

stakeholders, changed public attitudes and raised public expectations. Over the years this vision has led to 

infrastructure improvements (e.g. road barriers that separate cars from bikes and oncoming traffic, and safer 

pedestrian environments), lower urban speed limits, and an emphasis on safe vehicles. In the 20 years since 

launching the strategy, road deaths in Sweden have halved. Vision Zero has become a global movement. It 

has been adopted by places like Norway, New York and London and has led to significant decreases in road 

trauma. Vision Zero is framed as ‘Towards Zero’ in some jurisdictions, such as Victoria and New South 

Wales in Australia, as well as Canada and the European Union. 

Guiding Principles  

Underpinning this vision are seven guiding principles: 
1. We promote good choices but plan for mistakes 

2. We design for human vulnerability  

3. We strengthen all parts of the road transport system 

4. We have a shared responsibility for improving road safety 

5. Our actions are grounded in evidence and evaluated 

6. Our road safety actions support health, wellbeing and livable places 

7. We make safety a critical decision-making priority. 
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Figure 32: Vision zerio – guiding principles 

As a step towards achieving this vision, we have set a target of a 40 percent reduction in deaths and 

serious injuries by 2030. This will be achieved through action in five key areas: 

1. Infrastructure improvements and speed management 

2. Vehicle safety 

3. Work-related road safety 

4. Road user choices 

5. System management. 

The new approach focusses on evolving from Safe System approach to Vision Zero, this involves changing 

the approach to  

• no loss of life on the roads is acceptable 

• road deaths and serious injuries are preventable 

• people make mistakes and are vulnerable – we need to stop simple mistakes turning to tragedies 

• safety should be a critical decision-making priority in our transport decisions 

• we need to focus on shared responsibility between road users, and the people who design and operate 

our roads. 

This approach takes a proactive, evidence-based approach to building a safe road system. Road safety goes 

beyond preventing deaths, to improving lives and lifestyles too. It ensures people feel safe to ride their bikes, 

let their children walk to school. It creates road networks that connect people rather than dividing them.  

Council will rewrite/update its existing Safety Management Strategy to incorporate the GPS direction and 
vision Zero principles. Current Safe System approach will be strengthened by incorporating the following 
and building the new strategy  
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1. Everyone within the system accountable and responsible. Shared responsibility between the road users, 

and the people who design and operate the roads.   

2. Roads are for multimodal transport designed for cyclists, pedestrians and vehicles.  

3. Reducing the Serious and fatal crashes (40% reduction in the death and serious injury crashes in 10 

years)  

4. Speed limits that are safe and appropriate. Developing a program of assessment and implementation to 

align speed limits as per Safe System.  

5. Building a safe road network means investing in infrastructure safety treatments that are proven to 

save lives 

6. Working closely with Road Safety Southland and other key partners to make safety a part of every 

transport decision.  
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The announcement of government funding for Quick Start Trails in 2009 by then Prime Minister Sir John 

Key was the catalyst for making the Around the Mountains Cycle Trail a reality. Southland District 

Council successfully secured the financial backing needed to create a trail through some of the most 

beautiful scenery in New Zealand. 

Work on stage one from Kingston to Mossburn started in June 2013 and included the construction of 

purpose-built cycle bridges crossing the Mataura River and Eyre Creek. It was officially opened by Deputy 

Prime Minister Bill English at a ceremony in Lumsden on 1 November 2014. 

Further funding was approved in 2014 to enable SDC to embark on stage two from Mossburn to Walter 

Peak.  The 186km journey can be ridden in either direction, starting at Kingston or Walter Peak, and takes 

3-5 days at a relaxed pace on this easy to conquer trail.   

Many cyclists start the trail at Walter Peak Station on the shore of Lake Wakatipu, after a boat trip on the 

Earnslaw.  The trail then follows Mount Nicholas Road, Mavora Lakes Road and Centre Hill Road.  At 

Centre Hill the purpose built cycle trail starts and follows the south bank of the Oreti River through to 

Mossburn.  From Mossburn the trail continues to Lumsden, and then from Lumsden the trail passes 

through the small townships of Five Rivers, Athol, Garston and finishes back at the lakeside of Lake 

Wakatipu in Kingston.  

The Around the Mountains Cycle trail is an asset that can be utilised by the public at any time.  There is no 

charge to use the Cycle Trail.  The trail is managed by a Cycle Trail Manager who is employed by SDC on 

a part-time basis.   

Service standards provide the basis for the lifecycle management strategies for asset and maintenance 

programmes.  Asset management planning requires a clear understanding of customers’ needs and 

preferences balanced by the council’s ability to fund these needs.  

It’s classed a Grade 2-3 ride (New Zealand Cycle Trial Design guide classifications) with conditions 

suitable for novices and families, with the exception of the 2.5km-long Von Hill climb which can be 

walked if it proves too challenging.  The constructed sections of the trail amount to approximately 90km 

of predominantly Grade 2 track. Additionally sections of the trail utilise existing roads and considered as 

Grade 3 sections. 

Completion of Stage two of the cycle trail was reviewed by Council and the preferred option from the 

business case in December 2017 was adopted.  This saw the completion of the trail using existing low 

volume roads from the end point of Centre Hill through to the termination at Walter Peak Station on the 

shores of Lake Wakatipu. 

An annual allowance for maintenance of the trail is included in the LTP budgets. Maintenance relates to 

the constructed sections of the trail as opposed to the sections of trail that utilise the existing roads. These 

sections will be covered by road maintenance. 

$74k $76k $78k $80k $82k $84k $86k $88k $91k $93k 
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The capital cost of the trail was partly funded by Government contribution and by other external funders 

such as Community Trust of Southland and Lotteries.  

A business case in December 2017 recommended ongoing funding for maintenance, marketing and 

promotion, and trail management.  These have been allowed for in the Long Term Plan.   

An allowance for consultant assessment has been made annually in the budget.  This is for any additional 

consultant requirements outside the six yearly structural integrity bridge inspections.   

An annual allowance has also been made for maintenance metal to complete surface repairs to the Cycle 

Trail.  

In June 2020, MBIE approved OPEX funding for the position of Trail Manager, this was for $45,000 with 

matched funding from SDC, bringing the total to $90,000.  This can be spent on operational costs for the 

Cycle Trail and includes the Trail Manager, maintenance and signage for the trail.  This is for a 3 year term 

from 1st July 2019 – 30th June 2022.  Any further funding will be reviewed by MBIE in the future.  

Flooding occurred in February 2020 and an application to MBIE has been approved for $379,793.  This 

will allow repairs to the Cycle Trail to be completed as well as improvements to sections of the trail, 

ensuring the quality of the trail meets Grade two standard. 

Given that parts of the cycle trail will be repaired in 2020, and will effectively be a “new surface” in areas, 

it will push out renewal demand.  This has been considered in setting capital renewal budgets for 25/26 

and 30/31. 

Operations and Maintenance Strategy 

In May 2019 SDC employed a dedicated Trail Manager to oversee the running of the Trail moving away 

from the Principal Trail Operator (PTO) model that was engaged over the previous five years.  With the 

recruitment of the Trail Manager, SDC has been able to manage the Cycle Trail and set a new strategic 

direction.  This includes ownership of the Brand, Logo, Website and Maintenance Contracts.   

SDC strategy for operations includes:  

• Develop, maintain, operate and promote the ATMCT  

• Develop, promote, manage and operate the website (which the SDC owns) 

• Develop and distribute the Brochures and Maps 

• Monitor use of the Around the Mountains Cycle Trail 

• Prepare the ATMCT marketing plan and delivery of marketing activities 

• Maintain an Official Partnership Programme 

• Provide regular communication  to the Official Partners and community  with information about the 

ATMCT  

The strategy for maintenance of the trail is that Council will utilise an external supplier to carry out 

planned vegetation control bi-annually and to carry out surface maintenance, drainage maintenance, 

structures and bridge maintenance as required.  In addition to this maintain the cleanliness of the toilets.  

Structures will be managed as for roading structures. Major bridges will be checked for structural integrity 

on the same six yearly cycle as the roading bridges.   

Currently the maintenance contractor is Southroads, all works are completed under the Roading Alliance 

Contract 17/3.  Spraying has been sub-contracted to Watson Farm Spraying, post spraying Southroads will 

inspect the trail.  This inspection will include an inspection of each culvert which will be cleared if required. 
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The asset information is stored in the Road Assessment and Maintenance Management Data base 

(RAMM) which is used for roading and associated assets. 

Operations and Maintenance Trends and Forecasts 

Operation and maintenance forecasts are symbiotic, in part complimentary and in part in conflict. As use 

of the trail increases some aspects of trail maintenance such as surface levelling will increase, caused by 

cycle use. On the other hand vegetation control, particularly pest plant control will decrease because of 

reduction achieved by early control programmes. 

Regular use will create compaction of the trail surface; this is desirable. In-frequent use will allow climatic 

conditions such as wetting, drying, wind, freeze and thaw to loosen the surface and allow fines to be lost; 

this is not desirable. Loose surfaces will need to be improved by machine compacting i.e. rolling. This will 

be part of planned maintenance. 

The financial projections are shown graphically below. 

 

Figure 33: Cycle Trail Opex Forecasts 

Renewal Strategy 

The renewal strategy for the cycle trail is similar to the strategy for managing an unsealed road. Use of a 

road or trail results in loss of surface material (gravel). The renewal strategy is to replace this material at the 

optimum time. The variables are the rate of loss and the timing between renewal cycles. 

Renewal Trends and Forecasts 

The renewal trends for the cycle trail are somewhat theoretical at this point in time. The cycle trail has had 

relatively low use with approximately 3000 cyclists and 3000 pedestrians using the trail between 1st March 

2019 and 29th Feb 2020. So there is limited information to base prediction models on.  Flood damage 

repairs will take place in 2020 to 22km of the Cycle Trail.  An allowance has been made in the 2025/26 

year and the 30/31year for surface rehabilitation and some metal replacement. It is anticipated that in 

other years localised metal replacement will be required and this will be carried out as tasked maintenance. 

Capital Investment Strategy – Levels of Service and Demand 
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Following the Around the Mountains Cycle Trail Stage2- Business Case (Dec 2017). Council adopted the 

preferred option - “Option 1: Centre Hill Road Connection”.  This option focused on bringing the 

existing trail to a logical point of completion and delivering additional infrastructure required to provide a 

minimum acceptable standard of service (such as signage, shelters and toilets). 

This construction work including five toilets and four emergency shelters in the Von Valley and a Shelter 
and Toilet at Centre Hill were installed in May 2019 along with additional directional and safety signage. 
The total cost of this project was $192,194 + GST with 50% of this being funded by MBIE. 

Capital Investment Strategy Trends and Forecasts 

Any further decision-making on completing the ‘gap’ in the trail represented by on-road or road-adjacent 

sections should be reviewed in 2021 as outlined in the previous AMP. 

There may be opportunities for government funding following Covid-19 lockdown, and shovel ready 

projects.  Further scoping of trail realignments should be considered.  

Figure 34:  Cycle Trail Capital Forecasts (Renewal, LOS, Demand) 

Future improvements will be reliant on external funding eg. MBIE  
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The Te Anau Airport Manapouri provide facilities for flights services in and out of the Te Anau basin. The 

airport has a sealed and unsealed runway, terminal building and other facilities for visitors and users 

including hangar spaces. 

The airport is largely servicing local fixed wing and helicopter scenic flights, charter flights and high end 

commercial flights, utilizing large passenger aircraft related to the nearby Fiordland National Park and 

surrounding tourist communities, as well as an events venue with events hosted at the terminal building. 

Currently Fiordland Aero Maintenance and Te Anau Helicopter Services have leased hangers from MGJV. 

Flights to and from the Chatham Islands are provided by Air Chatham a few times per year. Alliance 

Airlines of Australia operate a closed charter service for Tauck Tours of America up to three times per 

week during the summer season. 

Most large aircraft movements are serviced by our Ground Handling staff who set the approach light 

systems, bird scare, baggage handling and management of the Apron activities. The airport also offers a 

certified refueling service. 

The airport currently has the following assets: 

• Runway, runway strip and apron 

• Buildings and other facilities 

• Access, fencing and security 

• Ground handling services 

 

Te Anau Airport Manapouri is a facility designed and managed to attract and facilitate access by “air” to 

the Te Anau and Manapouri area communities, its businesses and the natural environment that 

encompasses this unique part of New Zealand through safe and efficient businesses practice. 

Activity Aim:  Provide a safe and reliable airport in the Te Anau Basin. 

The airport and supporting aviation activities associated with the airport in the Southland District (SDC) is 

focused on the achievement of the following objectives:  
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• Provision of a safe and compliant operational environment, including runways, taxiways and apron 

facilities for a wide variety of fixed wing (jet and prop), rotary and skydive activities. 

• Provision of a welcoming terminal building of a standard comparable to the most affluent of 

passengers. 

• Provision of an attractive Functions Centre that is well utilised for weddings, corporate functions and 

family social occasions. 

• Provision of leased land on the non-operational areas of the aerodrome which attracts ancillary 

businesses to support the established tenants of the aerodrome and visiting aircraft, along with non-

commercial activities such as private aircraft owners and aircraft restorers. 

• To provide air based emergency access which can act as an alternative to road transport when 

required. 

The assets covered in this plan are the responsibility of the Council’s Services and Assets Group under the 

strategic direction of Council, the Executive Leadership Team and Community Boards. Asset management 

responsibilities are covered in detail in Council’s Asset Management Policy. 

Service delivery is provided as follows: 

• Operation and maintenance (O&M) is delivered by an Airport Manager contracted by Council. 

• Resourcing of technical expertise for capital works and design is from internal engineering sources 

provided by the SDC and outsourced where necessary. The overall responsibility for the management 

of these projects lies with the Airport Manager. 

Section 17A of the Local Government Act 2002 requires all local authorities to review the cost-

effectiveness of its current arrangements for delivering good quality local infrastructure, local public 

services and performance of regulatory functions at least every six years. 

There has been no service delivery review for the Te Anau Airport Manapouri and none are scheduled as 

of June 2017. A 17A review may be implemented during the lifetime of this Activity Management Plan. 

This section outlines why the Council is involved in this activity and the key drivers for levels of service, 

including customer expectations, legislative/regulatory requirements and Council outcomes. Section 0 

details what level of service will be provided and the performance measures and targets which will be used 

to monitor performance. 

The airport currently holds Part 139 Certification and is staffed by a full time airport operations manager. 

The terminal building is available for hire for functions. 

In providing services it is important to understand what the customer using the service expects and if 

those expectations may change. The table below details the key customer groups, their expectations and 

any issues that this raises for the activity. 
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SDC Monthly reporting on 
monthly aircraft usage. 

LTP 

Maintenance 

Marketing 

Increased utilisation. 

Varied customer base. 

Increase in tourist 
orientated traffic. 

Function Centre 
Hirers 

Hirer documentation 

Customer Feedback 

Maintenance  

Marketing 

Attractive clean tidy 
venue. 

Safety. 

Competitive Pricing. 

Fuel Suppliers Monthly 
Requirements  

Annual Forecasts 

Suppliers Customers 

Attraction to Airport 
with Services and 
Supply 

Safety and compliance. 

Maintain fuel handlers 
qualification. 

Hangar Tenants Six monthly meetings. Cost Value Basis Well maintained airport 
environment for 
attraction of clients. 

Local Aviation 
Community   

Annual Meetings 

In house rules 
document 

Airport memos 

Activities on airport 

Airport Information 

Safety Procedures and 
information. 

Non Local 
Aviation 
Community  

Customer Feedback 

Via Website 

Direct 
Communication 

Availability of Service Internet Information. 

Weather Reporting. 

Terminal Availability. 

Civil Aviation 
Authority 

Reference to CAA 
Rules and Advisory 
Circulars 

Direct Contact 

Compliance Audit 

Safety Management Minimising incidents. 

Maximise compliance 
and introduction of 
Safety Management 
Systems. 

Update of information. 

Table 31: Customer Expectations 

In providing services it is important to understand what the customer using the service expects and if 

those expectations may change. The table below details the key customer groups, their expectations and 

any issues that this raises for the activity. 

Legislation, regulation and Council’s existing strategies and policies mandate or influence some of the 

levels of service and performance targets we set, as illustrated in the table below for the Te Anau 

Manapouri Airport activity. A full description of the Council policy and planning framework impacting 

AM Plans is included in the LTP and AMP Part A (r/16/8/12686). 
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Building Act 2004 Sets building code standards to provide a safe environment for 
users. Certain buildings must have an annual Warrant of Fitness. 

RMA 1991 Consents and plans issued through the RMA define minimum 
standards for effluent overflows and discharges from the 
wastewater network. 

Regional Plan Sets policies rules and regulations for land use and resource use 
in the region. Tightening environmental standards may require 
treatment of stormwater discharges. 

Civil Aviation Act 1990 Sets out the legislative frame work for the Part 139 Certified 
Aerodrome Rule and associated Advisory Circulars. 

Changes:  Nil 

Civil Aviation Rules Part 139 Sets out the requirements for the set and running of a certified 
aerodrome in New Zealand. 

Changes:  Introduction of SMS by 2021.  

Health and Safety at Work 
Act 2015 

Sets policies and rules to protect employees and contractors 
whilst at work in a New Zealand workplace 

Changes:  forms part of SMS plan. 

Southland Water and Land 
Plan 

Monitoring Water quality 

Changes:  new plan and regulations.  

Table 32: Te Anau Manapouri Airport Planning Framework 

Levels of service (LOS), performance measures and targets form the performance framework for the 

activity detailing what the Council will provide, and to what level or standard: 

• LOS are the outputs that are expected to be generated by the activity.  

They demonstrate the value being provided to the community or reflect how the public use or 

experience the service. A key objective of activity planning is to match the level of service provided 

with agreed expectations of customers and their willingness to pay for that level of service. 

• Performance measures are quantifiable means for determining whether a LOS has been delivered and are 

generally broken into customer measures (which focus on how the public uses or experiences the 

service) or technical measures (which tend to be used internally to track performance or measure what 

the organisation does). 

• Performance targets are the desired levels of performance against the performance measures. 

The levels of service for the airport is Facilities are fit purpose, in appropriate locations and managed cost effectively. 

Following the benefits mapping process to show the link between the outcomes and the activity and levels 

of service, the number of performance measures has been reduced. As a result the measures relating to the 

airport activity are being monitored at an operational level. 

The list below details any projects, initiatives, programmes or expenditure that the Council is planning to 

undertake to ensure that the level of service is achieved and/or to address any gaps between the targets 

and current performance. Where there are capital works projects related to improving levels of service 
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(LoS) or maintaining levels of service (Renewal – Ren). More direct airport management control of land 

usage, to be able to develop current section to operational states, amend current land use to include 

accommodation /hangar options. 

• Develop and build on some of the spare apron land to provide transition hangar for new start-up 

companies. 

The purpose of this section is to outline the broad O&M philosophies for the assets, understand any 

underlying issues and trends, and set the basis for the O&M financial forecasts. 

Aviation activities within the Te Anau Ward are distributed between dedicated Council owned land assets 

such as airports and air strips and privately owned aircraft businesses using private land assigned to their 

specific activity. Prior to 2006 the assets now owned by the Council were also privately owned. 

When these assets came under the Council ownership the major activity that had previously occurred had 

closed down or stopped operating into the region, for example Mount Cook Airlines regular charter 

service from Rotorua and Mount Cook. 

During 2007/2008 the decision to upgrade the now Council-owned airport was made and resulted in the 

spike of expenditures. These values are forecast to remain stable with a slight increase due to inflationary 

pressure due to the scope of activity reaching its potential for the next 10 years. 

Reactive maintenance:  Reactive maintenance costs are driven by environment impacts such as unusually 

heavy precipitation/snow causing unanticipated erosion issues that are difficult to plan for. In addition to 

environmental effects, seismic activity cause unplanned maintenance activity associated with the landing 

surfaces that are subject to certain regulatory standards. 

Reactive maintenance decisions are made by the Airport Manager in consultation with the 

Community Engineer. Maintenance requirements are prioritised by operational pressures and regulatory 

compliance. 

Planned Maintenance:  A schedule of annual inspections and planned maintenance has been developed 

and will be produced in consultation with the Community Engineers maintenance strategy. Repairs and 

maintenance are planned with reference to Appendix 1 “Maintenance Schedule Asset Management Plan 

Volume 1 Pavements and Landscaping” provided by Projenz Limited. 

There has been a slight growth in large aircraft movements by not enough to effect the maintenance 

management and planning. 

Most of the operating costs are assumed to hold constant over the 10 year period. Maintenance fluctuates 

to allow for expected refurbishments as detailed further below. 

Road works and building maintenance can be consolidated into the annual road works and building 

maintenance planning projects. This would be done by associating with other similar works in the area 

under asset ownership of the Council and would avoid isolation of similar works whilst the contracted 

expertise is in the area. 
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Areas of consolidation would include the following: 

• Entrance roads. 

• Non-operational pavements. 

• Traffic markings including runway and apron markings. 

• Weed spraying. 

• External spider proofing. 

• Building staining. 

The assets were assessed in November 2014 by Community Engineer, Nick Lewis. A further condition 

assessment will be carried out in 2018/19 before any decision is made to resurface the runway. Initially 

when the airport was first developed the airport project consultants when making recommendation for 

future expenditure under the heading of Maintenance Projects, it was forecast around the potential of 

heavy aircraft traffic with a low to medium utilisation. In the foreseeable future this is unlikely to occur 

making some of these financial allocations either incorrect or will be pushed future out from the scope of 

the LTP. 

Figure 35: Te Anau Manapouri Airport Opex Forecasts 

Renewal is the replacement (or rehabilitation) of an existing asset without changing its capacity or level of 

service beyond the original design. 

Renewal projects are identified by the Airport Manager and in consultation with an appropriately 

authorised maintenance contractor or service outlet. Renewal projects are prioritised by operational 

pressures and regulatory compliance. The renewal strategy is to review current best practise and 

economical and environmental considerations  

Most assets at the airport relatively new and require only maintenance or refurbishment over the next 10 

years. 
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The following assets are subject to consideration for renewal, however, based on current knowledge, the 

assets budgeted for renewal in the 10 year period is the entrance road and carpark ($50,000), The main 

runway resealing ($294,175), the Ground Power Unit (approx. $45,000) and the ATV motorbike (approx. 

$5,000). 

• Suzuki ATV 300 Motorbike 

• Two portable Generators 

• ATV Trailer 

• Sound Equipment 

• Catering Equipment 

• Baggage Trolleys 

In 2007-2008 $4.3 million capital work was undertaken which was depreciated at 10% per year. 

Depreciation drops significantly in 2018-2019 as there are no significant capital projects coming up. 

Figure 36: Te Anau Manapouri Airport Renewal Trends and Forecasts 

Details the key projects programmed for years 2021 to 2031 are outlined below. 
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Project Name Project Code Description Type* Year $Amount Funding Source

Main runw ay apron resealing 27081 Main runw ay apron resealing MAINT 

PLAN

18/19 65,000 Loan & Reserves

Airport Helipads 626 2 helipads made from sleepers and large gravel alongside the fuel for 

helicopters to land off the runw ay apron

LOS 18/19 14,000 Rates

Upgrade to security system airport4 To upgrade the current security system including cameras and hard drive to 

bring it up to current standards

LOS 18/19 8,000 Rates

Moss killing and reoiling of 

building

airport2 As per 2018-28 AMP MAINT 

PLAN

18/19 16,000 Rates

Complete reseal of runw ay and 

apron including remarking

airport1 As per the AMP 2018-28, combining of tw o projects identif ied REN 21/22 325,576 Reserves

GPs Upgrade 27081 GPs Upgrade LOS 22/23 10,920 Rates

Re-carpeting 845 To lif t existing carpet tiles

Prepare f loors

Supply and lay 100% Solution Dyed nylon carpet tiles Finish off w ith alloy bars

$15600.00 PLUS GST

REN 22/23 16,380 Rates

Upgrade to security system airport4 To upgrade the current security system including cameras and hard drive to 

bring it up to current standards

LOS 23/24 8,946 Rates

Moss killing and reoiling of 

building

airport2 As per 2018-28 AMP MAINT 

PLAN

23/24 16,773 Rates

Airport Heat Pump Replacement 627 Replace 3 x heatpumps REN 23/24 11,182 Rates

Painting of internal w alls in 

terminal

airport3 To repaint internal w alls due to end of life O&M 25/26 35,279 Reserves

Te Anau Airports
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The last three year period has seen improvements carried out to improve the operational effectiveness and 

the efficiency of the airport operation including the renewal and upgrade of the GPW Approach system. 

No upgrades or new assets are proposed, the overall strategy is to maintain and renew the existing asset 

network. 

 

Figure 37: Te Anau Manapouri Airport LoS and Demand Trends and Forecasts 

• There is an opportunity to development smart asset management tools using GIS spatial analysis to 

derive works programmes from all the data Council holds.  This is a work in progress.  

• The completion of two new Heli-pads. 

This section describes  how the demand for the Te Anau Airport Manapouri is likely to change over the 

period of the plan, the impact any changes are likely to have and whether the Council is planning to make 

any changes to the activity as a result. 

The factors influencing demand for the service are summarised below. The Council has prepared 

corporate wide assumptions/projections for growth drivers (population, land use, dwellings, tourism) 

which have been used as the basis for assessing future demand for the service. These projections are 

detailed in the Assumptions section of the LTP and AMP Part A (r/16/8/12686). 

Demand for the Te Anau Airport Manapouri service can be measured in terms of the number of landings 

that the airport receives over a period of one year. The factors influencing demand for service are 

summarised in the table below.  

Population  With an increase in population a percentage growth for recreational 
flying will increase providing increases in landing charges and promotion 
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of aviation related activities. The airport structure including land 
available can cater from the projection of 10% growth within the next 10 
years. With a declining population the reverse will be seen making it 
difficult to justify staffing levels and further refurbishment of facilities. 
The population age demographic could have an independent effect on 
growth if a greater percentage of the population has discretionary wealth 
that they choose to spend on aviation interests be it recreational or 
business. 

Tourism  With the trend for changes in tourism visitor’s nationality type towards 
Chinese and Malaysian with the introduction Asian based airlines direct 
into Christchurch, the airport is now capable of marketing to all New 
Zealand Charter Aviation Operators. The downstream effect will be 
increase in landing fees and income for associated tourist orientated 
businesses in the region. Other niche markets such as corporate jets and 
heritage aircraft are also sectors with potential for growth.  

Dwelling  Due to the nature of both Te Anau and Manapouri as residential and 
holiday accommodation focus. With an increase in new houses, the 
downstream effect could provide increased activities at the airport for 
casual residents to access the area by air and permanent residents 
providing further justification for scheduled air services into the region. 

Table 33: Demand Drivers 

The information in the LTP and AMP Part A r/16/8/12686 suggests that: 

• Population for Te Anau is predicted to grow from 2938 in 2018 to around 3383 in 2028. Manapouri is 

predicted to grow from 332 in 2018 to around 354 in 2028. 

• The number of occupied dwellings in Te Anau and Manapouri is predicted to increase proportionally 

to the increase in population. 

• Tourism growth is expected to average 5.4% per year and the number of nights stayed in the Fiordland 

to increase (report New Zealand Tourism Forecasts 2016-2022). 

The large aircraft movements have shown slow by steady growth of approximately 10% over the last six 

years with a revenue growth of 20%. Small aircraft movements have declined by 6&. 

The global financial crisis and the internal financial situation meant growth of the airport activity has been 

minimal over the last three years. In that period the focus has been on getting the airport setup with an 

efficient and safe operational focus. The GPS approach is a key part of this focus. 

For the purposes of the budget projections, demand in terms of landings and fees earned is assumed to 

hold constant over the 10-year period (apart from inflationary adjustments). 

The airport underwent an extensive upgrade to the runway operating surfaces to cater for large aircraft. 

Further equipment has been installed to comply with additional Civil Aviation and Operator requirements. 

A GPS based approach system has been developed and implemented, an upgrade to the system has been 

completed and will go live in February 2018. This has the advantage of providing state of the art 

information to pilots. It also means some of the electronic equipment previously operated and maintained 

by the airport is now no longer needed. 

AirBP have installed a new refueling terminal. This provides Av Gas and JetA1 fuel via a modern card 

based dispensing and payment system. This is effectively a 24 hour self-service system. 
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There are no further operational requirements for future growth in aircraft type that is reasonably expected 

for the region and type of opportunities available to the airport. 

There is limited apron and terminal check-in facilities but for the envisaged growth in the next 10 years 

this is no concern for capacity. 

As this is an asset orientated business with contract staff, future decline in business will have little effect of 

asset provision. Income levels and demand will affect the hours of operation. 

The airport relates to activities associated with business and seasonal trends in the Te Anau Manapouri 

region which is primarily tourist driven and is partially driven by the marketing strategies of these 

businesses. With these drivers the airport needs to remain a viable access point for customers to promote 

access to the region by air. 

The business is seasonally affected and must ensure that all efforts are made to cater for high demand 

periods and provides the level of service that the airport is capable of supporting. 

The demand for service is driven by the regional capability to attract large numbers of tourist orientated 

traffic. The airport and is capability is limited to the size and frequency of aircraft movement by accessible 

operational area. Unlike international airports, Te Anau Airport can only attract a limited size of aircraft 

from a regional perspective thus the level of service offered in comparison to services of larger 

international airports is capped. The seasonal nature of activities within the region means that the airport 

personnel structures have a high and low periods and must maintain that flexibility to warrant the 

employment or contracting of suitably qualified persons in time of need. 

Also, due to a high percentage of helicopter aviation activity in the region and the nature of that activity, 

helicopter bases do not require large areas of land to operate and therefore have the option to locate away 

from the airport facilities this also limits the airport’s potential to receive landing fees. 

Furthermore, Te Anau Airport Manapouri has three large airports within 20 minutes flight time of 

Te Anau Airport two serving international traffic and all three having regular domestic services. With this 

in consideration the scope to expand in the current and perceived future environment suggests little 

further growth in size and capability. Frequency of operations at the present level of service can increase 

without further expenditure required by the airport. 

The list below summarises projects, initiatives, programmes or expenditure that the Council is planning to 

undertake to meet changes in demand (D). Where there are capital works projects related to demand (D), 

these are identified in section xx. 

A business case will be prepared for the installation of two new heli-pads and a start-up hanger and will be 

completed by July 2018. 

The Local Government Act 2002 requires local authorities to take a sustainable development approach 

while conducting its business, taking into account the current and future needs of communities for good-

quality local infrastructure, and the efficient and effective delivery of services. 
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At the Te Anau Manapouri Airport activity level, a sustainable development approach is demonstrated by 

the following:  

• Ensuring maintenance schedule is adhered to 

• Customer focused management of facilities 

• Condition assessments completed in a timely manner to ensure the maximum life expectancy of the 

asset. 
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The following table summarise the financial forecasts for the activity over the ten years. 

 

The information reflects the discussion throughout section 5 of this document. In particular there is an increased level of capital expenditure relating to 

pavement rehabilitation and bridge renewals. 
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The Council forecasting assumptions are outlined within the Long Term Plan document and financial 

strategy. 

Assets are revalued annually on an asset type (component) basis, as at 30 June each year. The values as at 

the 30 June 2020 are below: 

 

Section 102(4) (a) of the Local Government Act 2002 requires each Council to adopt a Revenue and 

Financing Policy. This Policy must state the Council’s policies in respect of the funding of both capital and 

operational expenditure. 

Further information can be found in Council’s Revenue and Financing Policy. 
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Please Note: 

All RFS and Hansen response times are a general guideline - often matters are dealt with sooner than 

stated, however there are times when a job may take longer for very legitimate reasons or require major 

work. 

The contractors ring customers in most cases to extract more information and to give them an indication 

of when it will be fixed. 

Water Waste contractor Downers, also have another 10 days to reinstate the road after a pipe repair. 

Resolution time is when the issue has been fixed, or request has been completed. 

 


